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“A complete mess”:
Unprecedented public
response as council
muddies bike lane message
The City of Melbourne was heavily criticised for
reportedly slamming on the brakes of its accelerated
bike lane rollout in June. But while this wasn’t really
the case, it has few to blame after a series of mixed
messages.
words by David Schout
TRANSPORT

Beloved Basement Discs
given lifeline
Photo by Brendan Rees

Having faced the prospect of closure after 28 years in the Block Arcade, the
long-standing record store Basement Discs has been thrown a lifeline thanks
to a loyal customer who initiated a GoFundMe campaign, raising $25,000 in a
single week. Co-owner Suzanne Bennett says she is “humbled beyond belief”.
Full story page 17.

Concerns grow of alcohol abuse as decision on
late-night liquor licence freeze looms
words by Brendan Rees
SAFETY & SECURITY

CBD residents say they fear the outcome of a review next
year of the existing freeze on late-night liquor licencing
that could open the flood gates if it is not extended.
Since 2008, the state government has paused the issuing of liquor licences that would allow venues to serve
alcohol past 1am.
The freeze, which was first introduced by former
Premier John Brumby, has been aimed at reducing alcohol-related harm and crime in inner Melbourne.
Venues with existing late-night liquor licences can continue to trade and new venues can apply to trade past 1am
if they meet certain exemption conditions.
Many residents say while they are all for the CBD being revitalised following the effects of the pandemic, they
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don’t believe late-night drinking is the right approach and
hope common sense would prevail.
Their concerns come as the O’Brien Group, which lost
its VCAT fight earlier this year to have its late-night trading extended to 3am at the under-construction Jobs Warehouse building in Bourke St, is believed to have made a recent push to have the state’s liquor licencing laws relaxed
with the freeze up for review in June 2023, according to a
report by ABC News in May.
A state government spokesperson told CBD News that
the freeze would continue until June 2023, “subject to
some exemptions”.
“Data from the current freeze and engagement with
stakeholders will assist the evaluation of its effectiveness
and inform future decision making,” the spokesperson
said.
Continued on page 9.
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On a cold Thursday afternoon in
early June, the City of Melbourne
dutifully uploaded its agenda papers
online for an upcoming meeting the
following Tuesday.
The standard, five-day period of
notice from the council gives residents and all those interested the
chance to make a submission about
particular items on the agenda that
might concern them.
On a typical night there might be
10 submissions, and on a particularly
controversial meeting it might nudge
100.
But this time, it surged past 1000.
A recommendation in item 6.9
that councillors vote for a 12-month
“deferral of further installation of
new protected bike lanes in the Hoddle Grid” caused uproar from Melbourne’s growing and, as the council
would find out, highly engaged cycling community.
The justification was that “following two years of accelerated delivery”
during which 19km of bike lanes
were installed, it needed time to take
stock, as the city “continues to recover and travel behaviour settles into a
new rhythm.”
The recommendation, nestled
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in among a much larger update on
the implementation of the council’s
Transport Strategy 2030, snowballed
into an issue the council clearly had
not forecast.
By Friday the topic was front and
centre of both major newspapers in
the city, which then spilled to considerable airtime on both TV and radio.
Those ardently opposed to bike
lanes felt emboldened by the recommendations from the council’s management in the agenda, and in interviews spoke of how they now hoped
they would not only stop the accelerated rollout of bike lanes but also “rip
up” existing lanes.
Those at the opposite end of the
debate were outraged that the city
would halt what it had promised to
do, and had been doing, for the past
two years.
Days of analysis followed — ranging from talkback callers to economic
think pieces — on a topic that had yet
to be put before councillors.
When that time finally came on the
Tuesday evening (June 7), protestors
stood outside Melbourne Town Hall
and the public gallery was full.
The topic was debated for well
over two hours — a period longer
than many entire meetings — as 33
people addressed councillors.
Continued on page 10.
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Debate over city’s recovery emerges after agent fined for “multiple signs”
Agents from a prominent
CBD commercial real estate
company are engaged in
a dispute with the City of
Melbourne after the council
penalised them more than
$15K for erecting multiple
unpermitted “for lease” signs at
a Flinders Lane property.
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words by Sean Car
PROPERTY

But the real estate agents, who wished to remain
anonymous, said it was standard practice for
tenancies with separate titles at the same property to be allowed their own “for lease” or “for
sale” signs without requiring separate permits.
There is a state-wide exemption from needing a planning permit for signage publicising
the sale or letting of a property if the sign is less
than 10 sqm and is only applicable to one sign
per property.
While the council argues “tenancies” or “lots”
within a property required separate permits,
the agent said each of the Flinders Lane tenancies in question were under separate titles,
and therefore, should be considered their own
properties.
The signs, seen by CBD News, fall within the
prescribed 10 sqm limit, and, according to the
agents, had already helped to lease two of the
four tenancies at the time of publishing despite
the council’s penalties.
With real estate agents charged with filling
the many empty commercial spaces left vacant
due to the pandemic, the issue has sparked debate about how the council best interprets the
Melbourne Planning Scheme in the context of
the CBD’s ongoing recovery.
One agent accused the council of targeting

“low-hanging fruit”, while the agents attempting to lease the vacant tenancies at the Flinders
Lane property have called on the council to
hold an information session with the industry
for the “hundreds of disgruntled landlords and
agents”.
“This has never been the application of this
scheme until what seems like now,” the agent
said. “The process of obtaining the permit is
the same as a developer proposing a new tower
in the city.”
“Any strata landlords wanting to sell or lease
their property will need an additional eight to
12 weeks factored into their campaign as well as
hundreds of dollars with no guarantee it will be
approved – not great in getting the city leased
up quickly.”
According to the agent, each of the four
vacant tenancies have their own strata titles,
meaning they are ordinarily entitled to their
own individual signs, “as is seen with every
strata office building in Melbourne.”
The agent told CBD News that it had since
accumulated more than $15,000 worth of fines
from the council, which it claims had refused
its appeal “with no reason given” as it sought
urgent clarification on the matter.
“Every week we get fined, this week for ‘multiple signs’ on a strata building, weeks ago it was
for having a ‘wobbling and dangerous board’,
which we feel was a targeted attack to stop us
from further questioning fines at the power of
the [council’s] planning department,” the agent
said.
“Agents, and especially retail agents, play an
important role in the regeneration of the CBD;
we assist the city in getting leased up and bring
activity and office workers back by providing
good retail amenity.”
“We want to work with the City of Melbourne
in bringing our city back to life, but we are trying to navigate how we do this at the moment
as we continuously get fined by its planning
department for trying to do so.”
While the council didn’t respond to individual questions from CBD News on this exact case,
it said specific regulations around the number

and size of signs allowed existed “to better
manage signage clutter in the community.”
“Council is responsible for enforcing the
planning scheme,” a council spokesperson told
CBD News.
“We encourage all businesses to contact the
council and seek advice to ensure any necessary
approvals are in place before erecting signage.
We offer a pre-application service that all residents and business owners can use to check if a
planning permit is required.”
Strata lawyer Tom Bacon said the way
in which the council chose to interpret the
Melbourne Planning Scheme was “always open
to legal challenges” but encouraged the CBD’s
real estate industry to engage constructively
with the council.
“From a legal point of view, they [the agents]
can appeal it. They don’t have to pay it, they
can challenge it through the courts, but they’re
better off engaging with the council’s senior
management and asking, ‘why don’t you reverse
these fines, and we’ll work with you rather than
against you?’,” he said.
Mr Bacon suggested that the rationale behind
the council’s approach might be to limit the
number of signs in a tight area to minimise the
visual impacts of COVID-19 and an empty city.
“‘For lease’ signs show the CBD as dead,” he
said.
A spokesperson for the Property Council said
while it had not received similar complaints
from its members or been made aware of ongoing issues, it would “continue to advocate for
our members’ interests to all levels of government.”
“Signage continues to be an important part of
the mix for commercial real estate to promote
current vacancies, and to support increased
tenancy in the city, something we’re all keen to
see,” the spokesperson said.
At the time of publishing, it’s understood
the City of Melbourne’s planning team had
sought a meeting with the agency to clarify
and workshop its processes for future signage
applications.
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New deadline on missing Elizabeth St plan
words by David Schout

words by Brendan Rees

PLANNING

Forgotten plans to pedestrianise large parts
of Elizabeth St will be back on the agenda by
early 2023 at the latest, after City of Melbourne
councillors pushed officers for an update on the
project.
Councillors endorsed the Elizabeth St
Strategic Opportunities Plan in May 2019, with
a vision to “celebrate and enhance” the busy
thoroughfare by creating a “greener, safer, people-friendly street.”
Since then, however, the plan has been beset
by delays, combined with silence from Town
Hall about when it might, if ever, be enacted.
Last month, CBD News reported that the
project had yet again been allocated zero funding in the council’s latest budget.
Further, residents and traders had been provided no updates as to what was planned for the
street-shaping project.
Only stage one works, at the southernmost
end (outside Flinders Street Station), have been
completed.
Stage two, which proposed to pedestrianise
almost all of Elizabeth St between Little Collins
and Little Bourke streets, was forecast to start
in 2020-21 but was now nowhere to be seen.
At the June 7 Future Melbourne Committee
meeting, Cr Rohan Leppert introduced a
motion that requested council management
present Elizabeth St plans by March 2023 at the
latest.
He said while there had been reasons for the
delay, “the time was more than ripe” to return
the plan to council chambers.
“[It’s] nowhere to be found in our budget and
forward estimates,” Cr Leppert said.
“But we did release a plan saying that we’d
have done stage two by about a year ago. Now
obviously I’m not criticising anyone there —
we have had a global pandemic, meaning it’s
difficult to do everything at once. But, what
we haven’t articulated is a clear plan for how

Council tackles
waste and graffiti
COUNCIL AFFAIRS

we’re going to continue to roll out the Elizabeth
Street Strategic Opportunities Plan.”
The plan, endorsed more than three years ago,
proposed to “transform” Elizabeth St by widening footpaths, planting more trees, upgrading
lighting and improving street furniture.
Research at the time indicated that, on average, nine in 10 people on Elizabeth St were
pedestrians or tram users.
However, the street was largely arranged for
vehicle access, despite only six per cent of people travelling in cars.
“Elizabeth St is primarily configured as a vehicle thoroughfare, with almost half the street
space being allocated to traffic and parking,” the
plan noted.
“Walking has been identified as the way the
vast majority of people travel along Elizabeth
St, yet pedestrians have the least amount of
space.”
Cr Leppert said the timeframe of March next
year would give the council enough time to consider allocating funding for 2023-24.
“I’m not proposing to spend a cent today, I’m
just saying that let’s consider some recommendations towards the end of the next financial
year so that we can make some potential decisions for the financial year after that,” he said
on June 7.

“This is all about bringing together some issues that have the potential to be hotly debated
and contested because everything, as we know,
inside the Hoddle Grid evokes a lot of passion.
But we hopefully can agree that the best way to
approach these issues is through data-driven,
clear policy that ultimately is very transparent
about the vision of the city we’re trying to articulate, and where we want to go to and why.”
The motion was part of a wider push for
accountability on the completion of the “Future
Streets Framework” and a report on the extent
to which the objectives of the “Little Streets
transformations” project have succeeded.
The Little Streets transformations have
trialled the reduction of speed from 40km/h
to 20km/h on all one-way sections of Little
Collins St, Little Bourke St, Little Lonsdale St
and Flinders Lane.
Cr Leppert said while these reductions had
“been an absolute boon for pedestrian and cyclist safety”, feedback had suggested that stencils and visual cues indicating that these were
now shared zones “[hasn’t] necessarily always
succeeded”. He said the council was now in a
position to collect data to see which interventions had succeeded and what needed to change.
Councillors also voted unanimously that this
report be presented by March 2023.

•

The City of Melbourne will look to other countries including New York in ways it can reduce
the amount of waste truck movements within
the CBD.
The measure builds on the council’s Transport
Strategy 2030 which says waste removal vehicles operating during busy times of the day can
undermine the amenity of the city.
Speaking at the EastEnders residents’ group
meeting on June 21, the council’s director of
waste and recycling Jorja Pindor said it would
look to “international experiences” in minimising waste truck movement as up to 60 different
providers were currently collecting in the CBD.
While the council cannot ban waste service
providers, she said it did have some controls
including issuing permits for trucks entering
the CBD. In a smaller win, Ms Pindor said the
council was installing compactors to replace
commercial waste “that could reduce thousands
of trucks movements a year.”
Meanwhile, the council is continuing its blitz
on combating graffiti with greening of walls
and creating murals under consideration to
deter graffiti vandals.
The council is also introducing a food organics collection pilot to residents living in highrise towers of six or more storeys. The pilot will
explore the effectiveness of diverting organics
from landfill by utilising onsite processing
technology such as organic dehydration units.
Council to raise the bar in design standards

Consultation for the City of Melbourne’s design and construction standards has closed with
the feedback to guide the future design of the
city’s furniture and fittings.
“Our draft design and construction standards
are the next step forward to raise the bar on a
culture of design excellence and cement our
place as a world-leading design city,” Deputy
Lord Mayor Nicholas Reece said.

•
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Night time committee
extended for another year
words by Sean Car
COUNCIL AFFAIRS

All 18 members of the City of
Melbourne’s first Night Time
Economy
Advisory
Committee
(NTEAC) have been reappointed
for a further 12 months to continue
supporting the city’s recovery from
COVID-19.
The NTEAC was established in
2021 in response to the devastation
caused to the city’s night time economy during the pandemic. NTEAC
met for the first time on June 28,
2021, just prior to and held its first
meeting on June 28 – just prior to
Victoria’s major Delta outbreak
which wouldn’t see lockdowns lifted
until late October.
At a council meeting on May 31,
2022, councillors voted unanimously
in favour to extend the committee’s
tenure for a further 12 months to
push forward with its “high-quality
strategic advice on revitalisation
measures”.
Councillors acknowledged the
“very difficult” year of rolling lockdowns and restrictions since the
committee was established and that
the group “is continuing to embed its
own corporate identity and styles of
working.”
As such, the recommendation from
council management included minor
amendments to the committee’s
terms of reference, with the final
motion adopted by councillors “empowering the committee” to elect its
own chair at its next meeting.
The NTEAC is currently chaired
by Cherry Bar owner James Young
who is one of 13 executive members

Council unleashes eight new off-leash
parks, but CBD dogs left disappointed

representing the city’s hospitality,
arts and entertainment settings.
Other members include academics,
state government representative Max
Coffman and councillors Roshena
Campbell and Jason Chang.
According to the report by council
management, 100 per cent of members recently surveyed regarding
the NTEAC’s performance recorded
answers ranging from “somewhat
satisfied” to “extremely satisfied.”
“All members have indicated that
they would be prepared to continue
for a further term,” the report stated,
which also highlighted an “eagerness”
among members to better understand
night time economy best practices
and trends from other leading cities.
Cr Chang told the meeting that it
had been a “privilege” to serve on the
committee but acknowledged that
there was “still work to be done.”
Cr Jamal Hakim, who seconded
the motion on May 31, said that the
extension would allow the NTEAC to
move from advocacy into action.
“I know everyone has taken so
much time out of their day and businesses to take part in this committee,
so I really wanted to thank everyone,”
he said.
“The pandemic and the lockdowns
that we had during the first year of
this committee meant it was difficult
for the committee to act on its terms
of reference and responsibilities so
this is an opportunity to actually
move into action.”
Since its establishments, the
NTEAC has developed a number
of “key milestones” including supporting the Melbourne Money and
Project Night Justice programs.

•

words by Sean Car
COUNCIL AFFAIRS

While the City of Melbourne will establish eight new offleash dog parks across the municipality, many CBD dog
owners have been left disappointed as continued pleas for
an off-leash zone in Flagstaff Gardens go unmet.
At the Future Melbourne Committee meeting on June
7, councillors voted unanimously in favour of doubling its
number of off-leash areas by designating eight new locations including a portion of the nearby Eades Park in West
Melbourne for northern CBD residents.
Under the proposal, Eades Park would be fully fenced,
while timed access models at other locations would see
dogs run around freely between the hours of 6pm and
8am every day – with no fencing.
Eades Park is planned to have temporary fencing in the
first year followed by permanent fencing the second year,
subject to budget. Other new off-leash areas announced
by the council include portions of Kingsway & Moray
St Reserve in Southbank, Murchison Square in Carlton,
Point Park and Ron Barassi Snr Park in Docklands, Royal
Park (Manningham Reserve) in Parkville and Wellington
Park in East Melbourne.
The recommendation comes after a review of open
spaces in 2019 and two phases of community engagement
in 2021 identified gaps in off-leash provisions across the
municipality.
But CBD resident Joanna Peter, who addressed councillors on June 7, said the proposed fenced area in Eades Park
was a “short-term solution to the growing number of dogs
living in the CBD.”
“This [Eades Park] will be a small area that’s shared
within a well-established playground and right next to the
busy King St traffic,” she said.
“The dog community as we know in the CBD is greater
than [the] 3500 that are registered, and that’s growing.”
“Currently, most of the city dogs in the north-western
part of the CBD go to the back end of Flagstaff [even
though] it’s not officially off leash because it is relatively
safer away from the traffic.”
In 2020, more than 250 CBD dog owners signed a

petition requesting the council establish an off-leash area
in Flagstaff Gardens.
Ms Peters argued that policies around off-leash areas
in the city’s heritage parks, of which Flagstaff Gardens is
one, were outdated and written “prior to the residential
boom in the CBD.”
“There are already non-heritage facilities within these
parks namely barbecues, ball courts, tennis courts, etc.,”
she said.
But the council’s director of parks and city greening
David Callow said the council currently had no plans to
review such policies in parks such as Flagstaff Gardens.
“They [large heritage parks] have a catchment of the
greater Melbourne area. They’re really busy parks and
management’s view is that they are incompatible and
continue to be incompatible with dog off-leash type activities,” he said.
“That’s our position for the time being, I don’t think
we’ll be reviewing that anytime in the near future.”
The council’s environment portfolio lead Cr Rohan
Leppert said while pets had a “really important community and individual health function”, he did get a “little bit
frustrated” when people move to the city with a large dog
and asked for an off-leash dog park.
“I’m not going to magic up $30 million to buy a building and build a dog off-leash park. It’s not as simple as
that. So, there’s a difficult balance between government
responsibility to provide these spaces for a growing dog
population and individual responsibility for those living
in the densest suburbs in Australia,” he said.
However, he conceded the proposal would “try and
balance all of those different needs”.
Lord Mayor Sally Capp said with Melbourne’s dog
population booming, “we see a need to up the ante when
it comes to designated spaces for pooches large and small
to run free – to exercise and socialise with their friends.”
The establishment of the eight new off-leash areas it
will add 3.5 hectares to the existing 16 hectares of offleash parkland across the municipality, equating to nearly
10 MCGs worth of space.
Cr Davydd Griffiths said dog ownership was “something
that we want to be encouraging in the City of Melbourne”
as pets were “fantastic for mental and physical health.”
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Digital “onestop-shop”
Neighbourhood
Portal launches to
help connect CBD
residents
words by Brendan Rees
COMMUNITY

A new online interactive portal where residents
can learn more about the CBD neighbourhood
has officially launched.
Dubbed the “Neighbourhood Portal”, the
City of Melbourne initiative will allow the
community to better connect with the council
by helping share their ideas for the future.
The council said its “new place-based” neighbourhood approach would also ensure it could
understand and respond to unique communities
across the municipality.
The CBD and Kensington portals are the
first to go live with more set to launch later this
year for West Melbourne, North Melbourne,
Carlton, East Melbourne, Parkville, Docklands,
Southbank and South Yarra.
The interactive portals will feature an overview of each neighbourhood, including a list of
local priorities following two rounds of community consultation.
Among the priorities listed on the CBD
portal are street safety, off-leash areas for dogs,
recreation facilities, street cleanliness, small
business support, climate/sustainability, and
access and affordability.
Facts and figures about the neighbourhood
are also available through the portal as well as
an acknowledgement of Traditional Owners
and Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung places of significance through an interactive map.
Lord Mayor Sally Capp said the council
was proud to further enhance its connections within communities with the launch of

Neighbourhood Portals.
“The neighbourhoods in the City of
Melbourne are unique, each with their own
identity, priorities and aspirations,” she said.
“That’s why we’ve implemented a place-based
neighbourhood approach to better understand
the individual needs and ideas of people across
our vibrant municipality.”
Cr Capp said the portals would be a hub for
local information, updates on council plans in
action and good local news stories.
“We look forward to working closely with
Melburnians through our Neighbourhood
Partners to bring their needs and ideas into
fruition.”
To help realise its priorities, the council is also
launching a new Connected Neighbourhoods
program, which will offer grants of up to $2000
for organisations and individuals to bring ideas
that benefit the local area to life. Applications
open on July 1.
The City of Melbourne’s health, wellbeing
and belonging portfolio lead Cr Dr Olivia Ball
said the council was committed to supporting
its diverse communities and acting on their
priorities.

•

For more
information,
scan here:

Old and underused council
properties could be up for sale
words by Sophie Berrill
PROPERTY

A worn and “underutilised” City of Melbourneowned property on A’Beckett St is among four
properties expected to go on the open market,
following a community engagement process.
A report tabled at the May 31 council meeting proposed the sale of four properties owned
by the council, with three others located on
Canning St in Carlton, Abbotsford St in North
Melbourne and Gatehouse Drive in Kensington.
“The current condition of these buildings
does not support future needs without rebuilding or significant refurbishment, which is not
considered financially viable,” the report read.
The property at 100-104 A’Beckett St, which
has a heritage overlay, was most recently used
as a staging post for the council’s cleaning program during COVID-19. Prior to the pandemic,
the council operated a childcare centre at the
building.
Perhaps the most significant of the four
properties is the heritage-listed building located at 505-513 Abbotsford St, North Melbourne,

which has been used for child and family health
services and is currently leased to Cohealth
until the end of June.
Pursuant to section 114 of the Local
Government Act 2020, councillors voted unanimously on May 31 to authorise public notices
of the “council’s intention to sell the land to be
placed on council’s website”.
Before deciding to sell all four properties, the
council must also seek community input and
feedback.
Over a four-week period beginning in July
2022, the council says it will roll out meetings,
a survey, a letter box drop and social media engagement targeted at surrounding owners and
occupiers of each property, as well as the local
community.
Each property will be considered individually on its own merits, taking account of the
community engagement response.
If the council decides to sell the properties, it
intends to reinvest proceeds into “city-shaping
infrastructure projects” and the capital works
program to provide vital community services.

•
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New hospitality venues at Queen
Victoria Market offer more reason to
“dine, shop and dwell in the precinct”
words by Brendan Rees

New State Library
CEO hopes to create
meaningful experience
for all visitors

BUSINESS

Creatives descend on
Howey Place as part of
shopfront program
BUSINESS

Howey Place is getting back to its vibrant best
thanks to the help of five new pop-ups opening
their doors as part of the City of Melbourne
$2.6 million Shopfront Activation Program to
revitalise empty shopfronts.
The initiative is giving local creatives, artisans and entrepreneurs the opportunity to
breathe new life into empty retail spaces with
one-of-a-kind offerings to reignite parts of the
city that need it most.
The new pop-ups, which opened on June 3,
form the “Handmade in Howey” makers’ hub
featuring:
• Lastly – offering artistically designed and
limited-run unisex streetwear.
• Mr Cuff – a bespoke men’s tailoring store
with custom and ready-to-wear options.
• Ms Edie Black – for artisan jewellery made
from iron, low carbon steel and high carat
gold.
• The Eklectic Sewing Centre – stocking
ethically-made designer clothing, with inhouse dressmaking services.
• The Curvy Design Shop – with some of the
best ethical Australian plus-size designer
clothing, starting at size 14.
Launched to support the city’s recovery from
COVID-19, the council’s shopfront activation
program has transformed dozens of vacant
spaces in the CBD, Docklands and Lygon St in
Carlton to provide emerging businesses with a
unique opportunity to test their ideas.
From creative spaces and displays to popup shops, the program has brought a dynamic
collection of new offerings to otherwise empty
shopfronts and helped to drive visitation back
to the city.
Howey Place was also adorned with a magical balloon cloud installation as part of City of
Melbourne’s “Shop the City: Winter Weekend”
from June 3 to 5, which featured free cannoli
and hot chocolates, as well as live entertainment
as part of the city-wide shopping festival.
The Shopfront Activation Program is part
of the $100 million Melbourne City Recovery
Fund – a partnership between the City of
Melbourne and the Victorian Government.
“We’re giving vacant spaces across
Melbourne a new lease on life with our
Shopfront Activation Program, while shining a
light on some of Melbourne’s finest creative and
business minds,” Lord Mayor Sally Capp said.

•

A popular craft brewery which began pouring
its first drinks at the Queen Victoria Market
(QVM) four years ago will soon call the former
Mercat Cross Hotel its new home.
Brick Lane Brewing, which currently trades
at String Bean Alley at QVM, has secured a 10year lease at the site of the neighbouring hotel
on the corner of Queen and Therry streets –
where it will offer a two-level immersive craft
beer and hospitality experience.
The iconic pub will be redeveloped into
Brick Lane Market – with its doors expected to
open by Christmas – marking a “transformative
step” in the growth of the business, according
to Brick Lane Brewing founder and CEO Paul
Bowker.
“In four years, Brick Lane has become the
second-largest independent brewery by capacity after Coopers and one of the largest partner
brewing operations in Australia,” Mr Bowker
said. “It’s incredibly exciting to now launch
Brick Lane Market as a new venue among the
hustle and bustle of Melbourne’s laneways and
in the location where we poured our first kegs.”
The brewery is among seven businesses that
will open their doors later this year as part of
the $500 million Munro development next to
the Queen Victoria Market.
They include sushi shop Moonfishh, ST. ALi
& The Queen Coffee, Market Lane Coffee, and
decadent, handmade delights store Only Mine
Chocolate.
The new operators will join wine bar and
bottle shop ReWine which has already opened
next to the former Mercat Cross Hotel.
Lord Mayor Sally Capp, who joined Mr
Bowker and QVM CEO Stan Liacos for the
celebratory announcement at the Mercat Cross
Hotel on June 16, said the new food and drink
operators were a “real shot of confidence about
what’s happening here at our Queen Victoria
Market renewal.”
“Our major investment in the Queen Victoria
Market precinct renewal program will ensure
the iconic Melbourne attraction is a world-class
destination for generations to come – with a
diverse range of food and beverage, retail and
creative offerings to encourage visitors to dine,
shop and dwell in the precinct,” she said.
“The new hospitality venues in the Munro
development will showcase the market’s sensational fresh produce to further enhance the
profile of all our traders.”
Mr Liacos said his team was thrilled to welcome the new collective of businesses with the
Munro development representing “an energising new chapter for the Queen Victoria Market
precinct.”
He said it was particularly “special” and exciting to announce Brick Lane Brewing as a new
venue after the business produced its first beer
at the QVM’s winter night market in 2018.
Brick Lane Market’s new space, which will

words by Brendan Rees
COMMUNITY

▲

Lord Mayor Sally Capp joins Brick Lane Brewing
founder and CEO Paul Bowker, and Queen Victoria
Market CEO Stan Liacos in announcing new hospitality businesses at the Queen Victoria Market precinct.

retain the hotel’s historical façade, will feature
a bar and an upstairs restaurant with a focus
on a diverse range of beers and local market
produce.
There will also be a casual terrace offering
sweeping views of the market, which Mr
Bowker said was the “perfect platform for us
to further celebrate Melbourne and Victoria’s
renowned food and beverage industry.”
“We’re embedded in the community and
having Stan [Liacos] and the Lord Mayor supporting us is a real thrill for us,” he said.
Mr Liacos said he expected the new traders
to launch or be close to opening by October,
with two further tenancies “tagged” but yet to
sign a lease.
“It’s all about timing at the moment in getting
trade material, anybody right now knows it’s
hard, so we’ve allowed a little extra time to get
ready.”
Overall, he said the new offerings were “outstanding” and was delivering on “our vision to
create an active precinct across the week and
into the evening.”
“It’s about eating, drinking, socialising, hanging out, and staying longer at the market.”
Once complete, the Munro development will
feature a community hub with a three-level
library, a boutique hotel, affordable housing,
build-to-rent residential apartments and 2500
sqm of new open space.
The development will also add new retail and
hospitality space to the city’s inner north.

•

Brendan Rees
JOURNALIST
BRENDAN@
HYPERLOCALNEWS.COM.AU

The State Library Victoria’s incoming CEO
Paul Duldig says one of his top priorities will be
transforming access to the library’s collection
and services.
Mr Duldig, who will begin his new position
on August 15, said he looked forward to making the library accessible for all “in a changing
world”, adding “knowledge is the key to civil
society, community, and human potential.”
“The State Library Victoria offers much value
to people, for many aspects and stages of life
and we want to continue to build awareness
of these services – from learning to read and
researching your family history to building a
social enterprise,” he said. “We are one of the
key institutions entrusted with collecting and
preserving Victoria’s history for the entire
community.”
Mr Duldig, who was privileged to join one
of Australia’s finest institutions and the custodian of Victoria’s social history, said one of his
aims would be to work on finding more ways
to engage with people in the areas that were
meaningful to them.
“Whether it be exploring their creative interests or their personal and family stories, sharing
literature with their young families or helping
people start a new business we want to connect with their specific needs,” he said. “We’ll
work on ways of creating awareness about the
breadth and depth of the collection and the
many services we offer. We want the library to
be a catalyst for curiosity and critical thinking.”
He said while books were a significant component of the library, he also hoped to showcase
its collection of more than a million artworks,
newspapers, photographs, maps, and ephemera, and to collect in both physical and digital
formats.
“History is happening around us all the time
and much is online, so we need to ensure we
are capturing and sharing this information that
meets the needs of everyone.”
Mr Duldig said part of the new strategic
plan set by the board would be to create more
opportunities for people to understand and use
the collection. He gave an example of a new
exhibition called Handmade Universe opening
at the library on June 24.
“Handmade Universe links 68 collection
items with newly-commissioned artworks that
highlight universal themes of identity and place
as well as demonstrate how creativity is a way
of discovering.”

•
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ADVERTISEMENT
Your City of Melbourne community update

MELBOURNE’S
EPIC WINTER
FESTIVAL
IS BACK
Free family fun at Firelight Festival

Firelight Festival will take over
Docklands from 1 to 3 July with
fiery installations, luminous light
shows, pop-up foodie feasts and
more.
Feast on Melbourne’s best wintery
pop-up food and drink offerings and
experience a packed program of
live performances across three sites
at New Quay Promenade, Victoria
Harbour Promenade, and Harbour
Esplanade.
This year’s program is jam-packed
with free, family-friendly fun,
including:
• A new lighting installation, which

will transform Buluk Park into a
magical forest with brilliant light
stems and colourful petals standing
six metres tall.
• A 10-metre-long crystal lion
shimmering with thousands of
LED lights, which will roam the
festival emitting a spine-tingling
soundscape.
• A seven-minute liquid, light and
laser show with water jets featuring
a larger-than-life fiery phoenix,
playing every hour at Victoria
Harbour.
• More than 100 performers,
including dazzling fire breathers

and twirlers, flaming trumpeters,
roving entertainers, musicians and
other artists.
• 40 fire pits and drums, 35 flame
jets, two fire sculptures and two fire
arches.
More than 20 food vendors will offer
seasonal delights to warm even the
coldest winter nights, from smoked
meats, soup and woodfired pizza
to mulled wine, hot chocolate and
roasted marshmallows.
Festivalgoers can take advantage
of the Docklands Dollars program,
which offers up to $210 cashback on

spending on hotels, restaurants and
entertainment in the precinct.
Firelight Festival is being delivered
with support from the $100 million
Melbourne City Recovery Fund – a
joint partnership between the City
of Melbourne and the Victorian
Government. The City of Melbourne
also thanks festival partner
Development Victoria for its support.
So gather the family and warm up
at Firelight Festival this winter. For
the full program, visit
melbourne.vic.gov.au/firelight

MOVING INTO MUNRO
HOW AFFORDABLE HOUSING CHANGED
THE LIFE OF A LOCAL CREATIVE

Chrisentiae said she has experienced
a significant improvement to the
quality of her life.
‘It’s an affordable, safe and secure
home, built with dignity in mind –
far better than anywhere I’ve lived
before,’ Chrisentiae said.
A cosy apartment at Munro Community Hub

By 2040 more than 20,000
new residents will live on Queen
Victoria Market’s doorstep.
The Munro development is the
exciting new addition to the Queen
Victoria Market precinct.
The site is currently home to the
market’s 500-space underground
car park, and will soon be joined by
a library and a line-up of hospitality
businesses, building on the glorious
offerings of the market. But did you
know it’s also home to 54 affordable
housing dwellings?
Affordable housing seeks to meet the
housing needs of those in low and
moderate-income households.
In December 2021, the Munro
development waved hello to residents
from near and far, filling spots in 48
affordable apartments which are

owned and operated by Housing
Choices Australia.
In May, the City of Melbourne also
handed over the keys to an additional
six apartments to the Transport
Accident Commission for special
needs clients.
These affordable apartments have
provided many with a safe and secure
place to call home – making strides
in the City of Melbourne’s Affordable
Housing Strategy for 2020–30.
Local creative and art enthusiast
Chrisentiae Saint-Piaf is one of many
who was delighted to make the move
into the Munro building.
Since moving to her new home on the
doorstep of the market, seconds from
Flagstaff Gardens and a stone’s throw
away from the city and the clinic
where she regularly donates blood,

Please support our advertisers because without them we would have no CBD News

As an active member of the local
community and LGBTIQA+ groups,
Christentiae also admires the warm
and welcoming environment among
the building and staff.
‘The festivity of the QVM area
breathes life, fun times and
community,’ she said.

DID YOU KNOW?
For every $1 invested in
affordable housing, the
community benefits by $3
due to worker retention,
educational benefits,
enhanced human capital,
health cost savings, and
reduced family violence
and crime.

Feeding into her love for literature
and creativity, Chrisentiae is most
looking forward to the Munro Library,
set to open its doors in 2023.
The Munro site is expected to deliver
an estimated $70 million of economic
and community benefit to the
growing city north precinct.
In the coming months new hospitality
venues, including Brick Lane Brewery,
ST.ALI & The Queen, and sushi
outlet Moonfishh will join the Munro
development too, making it the
ultimate hub to live, shop, dine and
dwell.

Chrisentiae enjoys the community terrace

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
melbourne.vic.gov.au/munro
Connect with us
/cityofmelbourne
@cityofmelbourne
@cityofmelbourne
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Concerns grow of alcohol abuse as decision
on late-night liquor licence freeze looms

Survey reveals few CBD businesses
pushing strong return to work
words by David Schout
BUSINESS

Less than one in five CBD businesses were
asking employees to travel into the office for
four or five days a week, in further proof the
city’s rhythm had shifted strongly as a result of
COVID-19.
Seven in 10 business owners also expected
workers would not return to the office full-time
in the “post-pandemic future”, according to a
survey conducted by the Victorian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry.
The canvassing of 88 small, medium and
large office-based businesses was, according to
the Chamber, the first detailed survey of CBDbased offices on the return to the workplace
since restrictions were lifted. It found that for
the most part, businesses had not implemented
a strict return-to-work policy, reflecting the
wider shift to flexible working arrangements.
Just 16 per cent of businesses surveyed had
introduced a policy that employees must be
present in the office for a minimum of four or
five days per week.
Most businesses (41 per cent) had introduced
a “no minimum days” policy.
A total of 20 per cent had asked workers
to travel into the office at least three days per
week, while 19 per cent had requested just two
days in-person.
“The results show the return to office has
been a gradual process and a large percentage
of businesses have adopted hybrid working
arrangements,” Victorian Chamber Chief
Executive Paul Guerra said.
However, in good signs for CBD businesses
that rely heavily on the presence of Mondayto-Friday workers, there had been a willingness
from some workers to go above and beyond
their employer’s requirements.
Almost half (47 per cent) were commuting
into the Hoddle Grid between three to five days
per week.

“What’s encouraging is that people are coming back to the office and embracing the social
connection and enhanced collaboration and
learning that in-person working offers. It’s also
good for our CBD businesses that benefit from
greater trade,” Mr Guerra said.
Notably, less than half of surveyed businesses
(47 per cent) said they had seen an increase in
productivity when employees worked from the
office.
Mr Guerra said the permanency of remote
working was still being figured out by both
employers and employees.
“The survey tells us that people want flexibility and that’s what a lot of businesses are offering. We believe it’s up to individual businesses to determine their working arrangements
and this is clearly what they are doing.”
The City of Melbourne has reported that
CBD visitor numbers both on weekends and
weekday evenings had bounced back strongly
in recent months.
Foot traffic numbers from 9am to 5pm during
the week were recovering at a far slower rate, in
particular on Mondays and Fridays as workers
show a preference to bookend their working
week at home.
In March, Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews
said he believed changes to working arrangements within the CBD were “permanent”.
“I don’t think we’re going to go back to the
way it was,” he said regarding city workers. “I
think some people, for some time each week,
are going to spend that time working at home.”
In the same speech to the Committee for
Economic Development of Australia, Mr
Andrews said the future vibrancy of the CBD
could depend on increased resident numbers.
“I would welcome a discussion about commercial real estate in the city, and about the fact
that’s going to change.”
“Some businesses are not going to need the
floor space that they used to need. If you want
to keep the CBD vibrant, then maybe we need
to have more people living in the CBD.”

•

Continued from page 1.
The report also featured a recent photo
of Lord Mayor Sally Capp shaking hands
with O’Brien Group chief executive Michael
O’Brien, however the City of Melbourne said
Cr Capp was invited to an event as she is by and
with many businesses, and it was not a political
meeting.
EastEnders residents’ group president Dr
Stan Capp said he was worried that if the freeze
on late-night liquor licences was lifted it “opens
the door to further applications which may well
be to the detriment of residents.”
“The freeze has worked long before the
pandemic and it has worked quite effectively,”
he told CBD News, adding there’s “lots of other
ways” of encouraging visitors back to the city.
“It’s probably saved a large amount of violence on the streets in the early morning hours.
And there’s plenty of evidence that shows that
from every hour after 1am there’s an increased
incidence of serious assault and violence.”
“So, I think there’s a strong argument in favour of retaining the one o’clock licence.”
Residents 3000 president Rafael Camillo said
allowing people to drink past 1am was “definitely not the way to go” and “the whole reason
for the 3am freeze was about safety.”
“It’s frustrating that after all these years and
with enough evidence we are still discussing
these issues.”
Dr Claire Wilkinson, a National Health and
Medical Research Council senior research fellow at the Drug Policy Modelling Program at
the University of New South Wales, told CBD
News a discussion was needed about a longterm policy with late-night entertainment that
reduced harms around alcohol use.
“I think there are these mid-like sweet spot
policies that should help both grow business
and support business but do so in a way that
[have] some provisions,” she said, which included things like requiring food to be served with
alcohol.
“It is something I’ve just come back from a

conference overseas and many governments
and/or city councils are facing these questions
about how to make policy in the context of
COVID. So, you know, the City of Melbourne
or the Victorian Government isn’t alone, and
neither are the residents’ concerns.”
A spokesperson for Melbourne Greens MP
Adam Bandt said, “we want to see residents’
quality of life maintained as creative and artsbased industries recover and flourish after the
lockdowns and life returns to the CBD once
more.”
“The state government has to recognise we’re
rebuilding a community as well as an economy
and it’s important that its decision balances the
need to support local businesses with amenity
for people who live in the CBD.”
The City of Melbourne was contacted for
comment but said the freeze was a state government matter.
The O’Brien Group did not respond to a request for comment.
Meanwhile, safety was a key concern raised
at a forum held by Residents 3000 in conjunction with Victoria Police on June 2, which was
attended by about 70 people with many wanting more police patrolling on the streets.
Dr Capp said while it was “terrific that
Victoria Police has initiated these sorts of dialogues with residents,” he believed a summit
was needed to address future concerns.
“We’ve got random violence happening in the
city, unsocial behaviour, all these things are addressed in different ways, and I applaud the way
in which people are going about it, whether it’s
the City of Melbourne or whether it’s Victoria
Police or whether it’s Cohealth,” he said.
But he added, “we tend to be a little bit siloed
in the way in which we deal with these various
problems.”
“We’ve got a great role to play in all of this. But
I just think it would be useful to have across the
board, bringing together of all the key stakeholders including residents where we can have
a significant discussion about the way forward
and so everybody’s on the same page.”

•
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“A complete mess”: Unprecedented public response as council muddies bike lane message
Continued from page 1.
All 33 were in favour of the council’s protected cycling lane projects to date, which had been
accelerated in recent years.
In fact, of the more than 1100 written submissions that eventually landed before the
meeting, less than one per cent were in favour
of pausing the CBD rollout.
Many spoke of an improved confidence travelling to and from the CBD on their bikes as a
result of the lanes and warned that any halt to
the rollout would set a dangerous precedent.
Others spoke about the recent tragic death
of a cyclist on King St, and how that incident
only reinforced the need for physical separation
between cars and cyclists.
Almost all councillors, too, spoke positively
of the bike lanes and what they had meant for
the city.
In fact, very few of the many voices at Town
Hall that night had a bad word to say about the
lanes, which would only add to the confusion
in the room: why, if bike lanes had been such
a positive addition to the city, were they being
“deferred” in the CBD?
Councillors eventually voted 10 to 1 in favour
of the pause, although an amended motion
specified it would be restricted to the 2022-23
financial year only.
But confusion remained.
The positivity of the night seemed incongruous with the vexed debate prior to the meeting.
It took one questioner to stand up at the end
of the five-hour meeting to ask, quite simply,
what had just happened.
“Could a councillor explain the reason for the
one-year pause?” he asked.
“I don’t think that really came through
tonight. It didn’t come through to me in the
council report either.”

“The optics have been shocking”
The question struck a chord, and many
following the meeting online were similarly
puzzled.
“I have only come away feeling more confused
by this pause issue,” one user said on Twitter.
The reality was that yes, the City of
Melbourne voted to pause the installation of
bike lanes within the CBD until July 1 next year.
But a look at the fine print would suggest
the move is far from catastrophic for cycling
advocates.
The council would still spend its budgeted $4
million allocation for bike lanes within the next
12 months, merely outside the Hoddle Grid.
It would instead focus on delivering protected lanes to the area immediately north of
the CBD, including on Arden St, Macaulay Rd,

Grattan St and Royal Parade, with works to
start in the coming months.
No financial cut was made to the rollout.
What made the issue an own-goal from the
City of Melbourne was that the installation of
key CBD bike lane projects to come — including on Flinders St — were still a considerable
way off being ready for approval from the
Department of Transport anyhow.
The council had not, as had understandably
been assumed by many of the protesters and
submitters, called a halt to shovel-ready works
within the Hoddle Grid.
This makes recommendations for a year-long
pause appear excessive; a move that unnecessarily re-empowered the same bike lane sceptics
that the council was trying to overcome.
Outspoken bike lane advocate Cr Rohan
Leppert was highly critical of council management for the “complete mess”, and accused
officers at Town Hall of “playing 3D chess”.
“Where this stupid episode all went wrong is
when City of Melbourne thought it would be a
good idea to sell the non-delivery of new bike
lanes in the Hoddle Grid for a year as a ‘deferral’.
That happened on Thursday, The Age headline
didn’t help, and outrage followed,” he tweeted
after the meeting.
“The recommendation to pause Hoddle Grid
bike lanes for a year was not supported by the
data and arguments in that report. But that was
the recommendation, and so it generated the
perception that council had a raft of Hoddle
Grid projects ready to go and for political reasons we would ‘defer’ them. Not so. Our significant shovel-ready projects are outside the Grid.”
Cr Leppert said “the optics have been shocking” from a council perspective.
The confusion of the evening was perhaps
best underlined by the fact that outspoken

anti-bike lane councillor Roshena Campbell
voted against the motion to pause the CBD
rollout.
Pro-cycling councillors voted for the deferral, despite almost every pro-cycling submitter
urging them not to.
Lord Mayor Sally Capp attempted to provide
some clarification to that concluding question
asked by a member of the public.
She said it gave the council a chance to
“adjust” and respond to “issues raised by our
business owners and delivery vehicles” about
the new makeup of the roads.
While lamenting some reporting around the
issue, Cr Capp acknowledged mistakes on the
council’s side.
“As misleading as the headlines have been, as
confusing as some of our own wording might
have been, this motion this evening — and
voting in favour of it — represents a balanced
approach to safe access to and around our city
for all modes of transport and the work that
needs to continue to achieve that.”
One would assume that the whole sorry saga
might’ve been avoided with clearer, concise
communication about their plans prior to the
meeting.
The community response, both prior to and
during the meeting, was unprecedented, and
the council will likely tread far more carefully
when next approaching the hot political topic.

•
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Stories of safety emerge amid passionate bike lane debate
words by David Schout
TRANSPORT

A common thread emerged throughout a marathon five-hour meeting at Melbourne Town
Hall on June 7, where safe cycling infrastructure was again the feature topic.
Among the 33 members of the public who
spoke on the night, plus an unprecedented
1100-plus submitters online, there was one
thing cyclists — young or old, expert or novice
— returned to when assessing the impact of
bike lanes in Melbourne.
“For me this is about safety,” one submitter
who spoke on the night said, reflecting the sentiment of many others.
“I don’t want to die on my ride to work, and
it’s as simple as that. I’m asking for safe passage.”
A number of submitters spoke of injuries they
suffered while riding through the CBD, or close
shaves that had caused them to question their
choice of commuting transport. One speaker
said that riding into work on Exhibition St
prior to the installation of separated cycling
lanes was “slightly terrifying”, detailing “several
times” he was forced off the road.

▲ Protesters at the front of Melbourne Town Hall before a
on June 7. Picture: Twitter @BBugVic.

Another spoke about a friend who was recently struck and concussed by a vehicle when
recently cycling through the city, an incident
that saw him end up in hospital.
“He got off lightly”, he said, adding that “this
is what a close shave looks like”, despite the fact
he was forced to take several weeks off work.
A further speaker said traversing through the
Hoddle Grid was tricky irrespective of one’s
confidence levels.
“Cycling around parts of the CBD can be
scary for an experienced cyclist, let alone a
novice.”
The tone of the night was rarely combative

despite the bikes versus cars narrative pedalled
elsewhere, and there was widespread praise regarding the council’s protected bike lane rollout
to date.
So far it has delivered 19km of new lanes
across the city, with a further 21km to go.
However, there was some despondency that
the issue had veered into the familiarly heated
and binary arguments after a recent CBD cyclist
fatality.
A woman was killed after colliding with a
truck on May 17 at the intersection of La Trobe
and King streets.
“I’m particularly disappointed this issue has
come up so soon after a female cyclist was killed
not far from my house on King St,” another
speaker Alexander Sheko, a transport planner,
said.
There has been six cyclist fatalities in Victoria
thus far in 2022.
The council’s Transport Strategy 2030
released in 2019 — which remains its guiding
document on transport matters for the next
decade and was backed by an independent review in late 2021 — noted that would-be cyclists
are far more likely to jump on two wheels with
protected lanes.

A survey completed for the report found that
just 22 per cent of cyclists are confident riding
alongside cars on a “painted” bike lane, while
that number rose to 83 per cent with a kerbhigh separation.
“Many people who want to start riding or
want to ride more often would do so if bicycle
lanes were physically protected from motor vehicles,” it noted. “Protected bicycle lanes attract
more people to ride.”
Bicycle Network CEO Craig Richards said
the city had “come a long way” on cycling safety
within the CBD and urged the council to “stay
the course” on rolling out protected lanes in an
address on the night.
“The first time I actually rode a bike in the
city was actually 2008. I just joined the Bicycle
Network and the CEO at the time took me down
Flinders St. For him as a strong and fearless rider, he was eating a sandwich — it was a picnic.
For me, as a new bike rider into the city, it was
one of the most frightening experiences of my
life. I didn’t think I’d see my family again. We’ve
come a long way since then, but we’ve still got a
long way to go … it’s not the time to backpedal
or standstill.”

•
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Cycling community mobilises
in huge democratic showing
words by David Schout
TRANSPORT

The response was swift and effective.
After news that the City of Melbourne had
sought to defer the rollout of protected bike
lanes in the CBD for the next 12 months, the
local cycling community sprang into action.
Word spread quickly online and in short
time, submissions opposing the move came in
by the hundreds.
By the time the council held its June 7 meeting (just five days after releasing its plans),
protestors stood outside Melbourne Town Hall
and those willing to address councillors filled
the public gallery.
“I’ve been on council for nine-and-a-half
years, and during COVID it’s been quite quiet in
terms of public attendance at meetings like this.
This really feels like a bit of a political reset, and
democracy in action,” Cr Rohan Leppert noted
at the meeting.
“I think this night will be remembered for the
rest of the term.”
From the 1100-plus submissions on the vexed
bike lane issue (an unprecedented number),
more than 99 per cent were against the council
pausing its CBD rollout.
Of those who addressed councillors in-person at the meeting, all 33 spoke in support of
the lanes.
And while the significant democratic showing did not sway councillors to vote against
management’s recommendation to defer work
inside the Hoddle Grid, the episode was not
being viewed as a loss by those involved.
“There is one thing in our minds that shone
brighter than anything else on the night: the
people power,” the Bicycle Network noted on
its website after the meeting.
“When the microphones were on and the
cameras were rolling, the people riding bikes
were there. The show of support for bike lanes
may have helped to avoid moves to rip up existing lanes.”
Despite the fact that more than 99 per cent of
these people disagreed with their position, the
council might have been quietly pleased with
the level of response.
It is consistently urging feedback and democratic involvement at the grassroots level, and
on this issue, it came in spades.
The Transport Workers Union and business
body the Victorian Chamber of Commerce have
both been vocal opponents of the council’s bike
lane rollout in the CBD, however, did not make
a submission nor speak on the evening.
Both have been particularly critical of the
Exhibition St lanes, and Chamber chief executive Paul Guerra has recently called for their
removal.
However, one significant business on the
street who did speak at the June 7 meeting
strongly backed the rollout.
Jesse Cain, director of theatre and production at Marriner Group — which owns four of
the major theatres in the CBD — said the bike

From the 1100-plus
submissions on the
vexed bike lane issue (an
unprecedented number),
more than 99 per cent
were against the council
pausing its CBD rollout.

↥

▲ Research indicates that 84 per cent of e-scooter rides within the City of Melbourne were taken within dedicated bike lanes.

“One of the most successful trials worldwide”:
E-scooter trips hit one million

lanes had been a welcome addition to the theatre district on Exhibition St.
“The theatres are magnet businesses that
encourage city visitation,” he said.
“Between Her Majesty’s Theatre and the
Comedy Theatre, both on Exhibition St, on any
given night up to 2700 patrons can be attracted
in the city, which is in addition to hundreds
of theatre workers and any number of people
visiting hotels, restaurants and bars around the
precinct.”
“These people are not and never have been all
parking on the street. The removal of on-street
parking has had zero detrimental impact on
our business. What the bike lanes have created,
by virtue of removing on-street parking and a
lane of car traffic, is the significantly increased
safety of our patrons and passing pedestrians.
There is a much calmer flow of traffic.”
A key thread among those who publicly addressed councillors and submitted online was
the importance of the protected lanes for safety,
and a warning that a pause could halt hard-won
momentum over recent years.
But there was another theme that continued
to emerge throughout the five-hour council
meeting in June.
And that is, a growing frustration that the
debate around Melbourne consistently veered
towards emotion rather than evidence and data.
One speaker lamented the “unnecessary
politicisation of the debate”.
“The Melbourne bike community is not just
a small fraction of Greens-leaning people that
use their bikes as a pastime,” he said.
“They’re not trendy people looking to buy
coffee in stretchy pants as some critics have
lampooned. These are work commuters, delivery riders, students, e-bike share-users, scooter
users; people of all political persuasions, who
may ride a bike because it improves their health,
keeps their travel costs down, or simply because
they enjoy it.”
While there will be no new protected lanes
within the Hoddle Grid before July 1 next year,
the council has pledged to focus on lanes north
of CBD in the next financial year, namely on
Arden St, Macaulay Rd and Royal Parade.

•

words by David Schout
TRANSPORT

Melburnians have embraced the city’s first
shared electric scooter scheme, reaching
one million rides after just four months of
operation.
Since February 1, more than 5000 trips have
been taken on average each day within the
City of Melbourne alone, which has exceeded
pre-trial predictions.
The strong early numbers compare favourably with other cities around the world; it
took London, for example, a year to reach the
one-million threshold.
The presence of orange and green scooters
in the city — from companies Neuron Mobility
and Lime respectively — is part of a 12-month,
three-council trial that started earlier this year.
“We’ve reached the incredible milestone
of one million e-scooter trips across the City
of Melbourne, Yarra and Port Phillip,” Lord
Mayor Sally Capp revealed.
“We’re averaging 8600 trips per day since the
trial commenced, with more than 5200 in the
City of Melbourne alone. To put these astonishing numbers in perspective, it took Londoners
more than half a year longer to reach this special milestone – with thousands more scooters
available. It’s great to see Melburnians embracing the benefits of sustainable, green-powered,
fun modes of transport.”
On the back of the positive early numbers,
the City of Melbourne’s director of city strategy
Sophie Handley was asked at a June 7 Future
Melbourne Committee meeting whether the
trial was likely to become permanent.
“They [e-scooters] are certainly popular. It’s
been one of the most successful trials worldwide,” she said.
“But the decision as to whether or not they
become a permanent feature rests with the state
government.
“There is an evaluation that’s part of this trial
and we will participate, obviously, in the evaluation with the Department of Transport and
our other partners.”

Since the introduction of 1500 e-scooters to
inner-Melbourne earlier this year, their place in
the transport network remains a point of contention, particularly about how they intersect
with pedestrians.
Other conflicts range from where riders
choose to travel, and where they park once their
trip has concluded.
According to data from Neuron Mobility, 84
per cent of rides in the City of Melbourne were
now taking place within the city’s dedicated
bike lanes.
The group’s head of Australia and NewZealand operations Richard Hannah said
Melbourne’s cycling infrastructure had played
“a big part in the program’s early success”.
“Bike lanes are quickly becoming more like
mobility lanes, carrying multiple different
modes of transport including cyclists, e-scooters, e-bikes and others,” Cr Capp added.
“This is the same trend we are seeing in cities
across the world like New York, London and
Paris.”
Outside of the orange and green hire scooters, e-scooters remains a largely unregulated
form of transport.
Private e-scooters that travel above 10kmh
remain illegal under Victorian law.
While the Lime and Neuron e-scooters can
travel at a maximum speed of 20kmh, private
scooters can travel significantly faster.
Ms Handley said the council had identified a
“latent demand for private scooter use” and that
this, in addition to those used in the hire scheme,
would increase the coexistence between cyclists
and scooter users within the protected lanes.
“The terms of reference for the evaluation
includes a requirement to understand how
e-scooters could be safely incorporated into
the transport networks. So, there will be a
deliberate contemplation about how we can
incorporate them in a more permanent fashion
… the formalisation [of the current trial into a
permanent program], if that should go ahead,
would mean the existing infrastructure that we
have in the separated bicycle lanes; the demand
for that space is likely to grow.”

•
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Outstanding Rotarian awarded
Queen’s Birthday honour
words by Brendan Rees
COMMUNITY

▲ Anna Schwartz at her Flinders Lane gallery.

Queens Birthday
honour goes to gallerist
words by Rhonda Dredge
COMMUNITY

CBD gallerist Anna Schwartz has been awarded
a Member of the Order of Australia (AM) in the
Queen’s Birthday list for her services to arts.
“I’m proud to have received this honour and
it reflects the many great arts organisations I’ve
worked with for 40 years,” she told CBD News.
“It’s a great acknowledgement of the visual
arts sector, also of the private gallery.”
She said that private galleries have been

It’s beautifully
presented and free
and we have the
latest work of
current artists.

↥
overlooked as important cultural institutions,
but they were “the first platform for current art
practice.”
Anna Schwartz Gallery, in Flinders Lane, is
open five days a week.
“It’s beautifully presented and free and we
have the latest work of current artists,” she said.
Jenny Watson show finished June 11,
Chiharu Shiota State of Being opens June 25.

•

For more information:
annaschwartzgallery.com/

Alan Seale, a community stalwart and dedicated
Rotarian, has been awarded a Queen’s Birthday
honour.
A member of the Rotary Club of Central
Melbourne for more than 30 years, Mr Seale’s
contribution to the organisation is hard to
quantify.
For his services to the community through
a range of roles, Mr Seale has been awarded a
Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) in the
Queen’s Birthday Honours list.
He said he was incredibly honoured and
humbled to receive the honour but maintained
he did not work for accolades.
“There are many, many people that have done
the sort of stuff that I do, but don’t necessarily
get recognised,” he said.
“Somebody went to a lot of trouble to put in
an application and for that I’m very grateful.”
Mr Seale said being a Rotarian – which
extends to his time at the Rotary Club of
Altona City where he joined in 1985 – was an
opportunity to share the same values with other
like-minded people.
His record of strong leadership and commitment to serving the community is impressive

and has seen him earn several awards and
recognitions including the coveted Rotary
International Paul Harris Fellow award in 2002.
His contributions include serving as president of the Rotary Club of Central Melbourne
and being a past member of the Community
Kitchen Herb Garden at the East Melbourne
Library.
Mr Seale was also the driving force behind
the opening of the Melbourne’s Men’s Shed at
Federation Square in 2015 of which he served
as chair for two years.
Another achievement has been serving as
the inaugural chair of the Rotary District
9800’s New Generations Service Exchange
Committee with Rotary District 9800.
The exchange program, which is part of
Rotary International, is focused on voluntary
service opportunities for young adults before
or during their studies.
Other rewarding experiences for Mr Seale
include participating in a program called
“Community Village”, which was about providing light refreshments late at night on weekends
across the CBD to address anti-social behaviour.
The program ran for about seven years and
helped provide a calming influence in known
trouble spots with young people being able to
take a break and have a cuppa while waiting for
public transport.

▲ Alan Seale has been awarded a Medal of the Order of
Australia (OAM).

“You get opportunities through Rotary that
you wouldn’t easily find elsewhere,” Mr Seale
said.
“An example is a program I’ve been running
which involves exchanges with music students
between ourselves and Bavaria in Germany.”
Mr Seale, who by day is a self-employed
consultant, said he was also privileged to be involved in Rotary clubs abroad with a highlight
including hosting an art show with a local artist
in Istanbul, Turkey.
“I’ve made some pretty good friends out of
Rotary. It has been a great opportunity to get
involved in community service work and use
some skills for the benefit of other people.”

•

Wanted: a chef with loyalty
words by Rhonda Dredge
BUSINESS

Many restaurants in the CBD have become less
visible as they wait for the right time to reopen
their doors.
Merica Charungat thought she had the solution when they brought a new chef in from
Thailand.
“It was a quick fix,” she told CBD News. “We’d
rather close than affect our brand.”
The chef got a better offer from “a big restaurant” and gave notice. “You can’t force someone
to work even with a contract.”
Now she has a sign in the window that she’s
hiring but she doesn’t want to make the same
mistake. “We need someone who wants to work
with passion.”
During pre-COVID days, Thai Tide on
Bourke St offered 400 dishes and had a 100-seat
capacity.
The restaurant reopened last year with the
new chef, offering 40 dishes and 25 seats. It has
been closed since he left.
At White Mojo in Hardware St there’s a similar, less heartbreaking story. The cafe also has a
“We’re Hiring” sign in the window.
“We lost a sous chef to a hotel restaurant,”
manager Penelope Cheng said. “They’re big and
can do a bigger offer. It’s all about the money.”
She said she had a good relationship with the
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▲ Merica Charungat at the Thai Tide restaurant.

current chef over six years and that loyalty was
keeping the café going.
“It’s not a happy street,” she said of Hardware
St. “Anything could happen. One café is only
open two days. We’ve just closed on a public
holiday. It still seems quite dead.”
Staff loyalty is the major issue in this volatile economic period, with the Fair Work
Commission having just handed down a minimum wage increase of 5.1 per cent.
“It’s $22.40 an hour for hospitality workers

but no one is willing to take a job for that,” Ms
Cheng said.
On the upside, hospo workers are negotiating
better conditions such as four-day weeks but
this can mean longer shifts.
One CBD hotel is reputed to have told its
staff to find any international students they can
and offer them work.
Thai Tide has pivoted the business and is
offering take-home meals from supermarkets
around town and this side of the business is
thriving.
The bottom line is that you don’t need a
chef to make the dishes for the recipes are
standardized and the ingredients measured.
Ms Charungat still hopes to re-establish the
dining experience but is being cautious about
who she employs.
“We’re looking for the right time to re-open.
We’ve tried to push. In the end we didn’t find
the right workforce. We have to learn to walk
again.”

•

Rhonda Dredge
JOURNALIST
R.DREDGE@HOTMAIL.COM
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Glass slipper
moment enhanced
with surprising
comedy flair
words by Kaylah-Joelle Baker
ARTS & CULTURE

Many of us may know the magical story of
Cinderella back to front, but Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s version is sure to leave audiences pleasantly surprised.
While the Regent Theatre production
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Cinderella still features a prince, Cinderella’s tragic story, a fairy
godmother and a glass slipper, the rest has been
dabbled with in a way that makes the experience that much more enjoyable.
The show opened to a set comparable to the
classic animations seen in Disney fairy tales

13

paired with the beautiful voices of Shubshri
Kandiah, playing Ella, and Ainsley Melham
as Prince Topher, who delighted the audience
from the outset.
Coupled with Kandiah’s ability to captivate
an audience on her own and Melham’s entertainingly awkward and humorous self-doubt,
they possessed a special stage presence together
that made their unfolding love story all the
more intriguing.
Todd McKenney (Sebastian) entertained with
quick-witted mannerisms throughout, while
Silvie Paladino’s (Fairy Godmother) powerful
voice and genuine connection with Kandiah
was heart-warming. Ella’s stage chemistry with
stepsister Gabrielle, played by Matilda Moran
and their stepmother Madame, played by Tina
Bursill, also provided a chaotic dynamic.
The first of the newly added twists comes in
the form of stepsister Gabrielle showing a caring side towards Ella which leads to her striking
up a romance with Ella’s friend Jean-Michel, a
firebrand revolutionist described as being “angry for all the right reasons”.
Played by Josh Gardiner, Jean-Michel is

many well-timed one liners, was proof the
modern version of Cinderella has successfully
crossed over into realm of comedy.
Between the flawless choreography, upbeat
tunes, impressive costume changes, well-timed
humour, themes of kindness and an outstanding
cast, there is little to no room for complaint at
the end of this marvellous production, with one
audience member describing it as a “beautiful,
very pretty, vibrant show.”
Directed by Mark Brokaw, Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s Cinderella at the Regent Theatre
gave the audience everything people love about
the classic fairy tale with just enough variety to
keep everyone on their toes.
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Cinderella will be
showing at the Regent Theatre until July 23.

lively and animated, and his insistence on
changes being made taps into a new direction
for the fairy tale where elections, protests and
human rights are discussed.
While the new direction modernises the fairy
tale, the narrative of the fairy tale itself doesn’t
get explored in much depth and, at times, seems
rushed.
A storyline that could perhaps only be improved with more time on stage came from one
of the crowd favourites in Jean-Michel, who
achieves the prime minister status without so
much as a vocal announcement.
Familiar nostalgic scenes continue in the
form of the ball, elaborate ball gowns, the fairy
godmother’s magic and the stroke of midnight,
but the moment of the glass slipper being left
behind is seemingly non-existent.
That is until Topher throws a banquet that
Ella again runs from, but not before a comedic
moment of the light shining on the stairs leads
her to slowly grab her glass slipper and leave it
as they continue to lock eyes.
The audience’s laughter during this moment
and throughout the show, often following the

For more information:
cinderellamusical.com.au

Arts and music will also be focused on
throughout July at ACMI’s Light: Works from
Tate’s Collection and with the preliminary
round of the K-Pop World Festival at The Edge
on July 1.

For more information:
fedsquare.com

•

Fed Square becomes a site to see
words by Kaylah-Joelle Baker
ARTS & CULTURE

Federation Square is preparing for its winter program Anything But Square: Under
Surveillance which is due to kick off on July 1
and continue on for five weeks.
At the centre of the square, the much-anticipated eccentric art installation The Eyes will
be present and tap into the way we gaze at one
another through social media channels.
This subtle messaging is typical of artists
Cool Shit who are behind the 10-metre-tall inflatable head that is made up of hyper colourful,
abstract eyes that gaze upon every corner of the
space.
In the past the artists’ works have been seen
at events all around the world, such as Coachella
and Art Basel, and they tend to focus on playful work that awakens the inner child of their
audience through “absurdly memorable tonguein-cheek experiences”.
This concept of centring on the audience’s
gaze will continue to be paramount in the
square through the Surveillance Film Festival
where spy-centred films will be broadcasted on
the big screen, an Eye Spy Mission school holiday program and crafty eye-themed workshops.

A free “Fed Live Dance Dystopia” party with
leading DJs YO! MAFIA and DJ John Course
will also be overtaking the main stage every
Friday night with upbeat, high-energy tunes to
get visitors moving.
Offering something for everyone to gaze
upon, Fed Square chief experience officer
Suzana Bishop said it will be an Australian-first
experience that will involve the “reimagining of
what you expect to see.”
“Winter is an exciting time at Fed Square.
The precinct is buzzing with experiences for
all types of people, and it’s also a time to invite
curiosity into the square,” she said.
“This year’s program will spark curiosity
and encourage the community to explore Fed
Square’s kaleidoscopes of experiences.”
Alongside the Anything But Square program,
Fed Square’s Koorie Heritage Trust is hosting
the Barring – Nganjin: Our Path, Our Journey
exhibition from Stolen Generations survivors
where heartbreaking stories of loss, resilience,
hope and triumph will be told.
From July 10, Fed Square will also be celebrating National Aborigines and Islanders Day
Observance Committee (NAIDOC) week with
live performances from leading Aboriginal
entertainers, alongside activities, storytelling,
arts, craft and food tastings.

•

When you shop at Clementine’s,
you will be helping over 80 small
businesses across Victoria.
Supporting locally made since 2011.
Gifts, homewares, accessories,
fine food.
7 Degraves St Melbourne, VIC 3000
www.clementines.com.au

CLEMENTINE’S
Made & Crafted in Victoria
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CREATING CONFIDENCE IN THE CBD

We’ll continue to deliver essential services in the CBD, while focusing on enhancing CBD living

Community consultation on the
City of Melbourne draft Budget
2022-23 and the draft Annual
Plan 2022-23 has concluded.
Councillors will consider public
feedback on the documents at
a Council meeting on 28 June 2022
prior to endorsement.
The draft budget is a record
$837.8 million investment to build
momentum, create confidence and
deliver essential services for the
community.
It sets out how we plan to invest in
the CBD to deliver core services,
maintain and improve parks, public
spaces and recreational facilities.
The Neighbourhood Statements in
our Budget outline the key initiatives
we’ll undertake in each suburb across
the municipality.

Our key priorities in the CBD in
2022-23
We’ll continue to deliver essential
services with a particular focus
on enhancing inner city liveability,
acting on the review of central city
waste regulations and waste truck
movement restricted areas, and
deploying the Rapid Response Clean
Team to improve city cleanliness.

Other city-shaping projects we will
focus on in 2022-23 include continuing
restoration work at Melbourne City
Baths and progressing studies to
inform a master plan, publishing the
master plans for Flinders Street and
Southern Cross station precincts, and
continuing Queen Victoria Market
precinct renewal works. This includes
completion of the Food Hall, starting
construction of the Northern Shed
and Trader Shed, completion of shed
restoration, progressing design for the
Franklin Street roundabout removal,
and design development on Market
Square.
We’ll continue to support businesses in
the CBD who have endured the most
difficult trading times over the past
two years. We will deliver and manage
the Business Precinct Program, deliver
the Shopfront Activation and City
Activation Grants programs, advocate
for and deliver an enhanced city
consumer incentive program, and
streamline processes and alleviate
costs so that doing business in the city
is easy and attractive.
As we welcome visitors back to the
CBD, we’ll run marketing campaigns
that reinstate Melbourne as the
destination of choice, create new
tourism initiatives and a transformed
visitor services model that will grow
visitation across all parts of the CBD.

KEEP IN TOUCH
To stay connected with all the latest news from the City of Melbourne,
follow us on social media and subscribe to Melbourne magazine
online at magazine.melbourne.vic.gov.au
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Melbourne is the arts and culture
capital of the country and in 202223 we will continue to deliver public
art projects (both temporary and
permanent), provide accessible
creative opportunities to everyone
through expanded arts and library
programming, and develop a plan for
the future City Library.
We know how important mitigating
climate change is to our community, so
as part of our work in this space in the
CBD, we will facilitate integrated water
management solutions to support
increased greening, reduced flooding
and reduced pollution to the bay and
Yarra River – Birrarung, design a new
linear open space connecting Metro’s
new State Library Station with Market
Square and Queen Victoria Market,
and develop a plan and agreement
to integrate RMIT and University
of Melbourne assets into a battery
network.
We’ll also investigate the delivery of
homelessness support hub pilots and
support a companion pilot project
delivered by Travellers Aid to support
people with a disability to navigate
events like Moomba.
Through our strategic work we will
progress delivery of:
• Queen Victoria Market Precinct
Renewal Master Plan

Connect with us
/cityofmelbourne
@cityofmelbourne
@cityofmelbourne

• Domain Parklands Master Plan
• Yarra River – Birrarung Strategy Plan
• Central City Urban Forest Precinct
Plan
• Elizabeth Street Strategic
Opportunities Plan
• Neighbourhood planning
• Disaster preparedness and resilience
planning
• Municipal Planning Strategy.

CBD - HODDLE GRID

Municipality map
To find out more about the key
projects we’re funding through our
draft Budget, visit
melbourne.vic.gov.au/ourplans
Information and events in this publication
are current at the time of printing.
Subsequent changes may occur.
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DREAM JOB FOR CBD
NEIGHBOURHOOD PARTNER
Some of our neighbourhood partners
outside Melbourne Town Hall

MEET YOUR
NEIGHBOURHOOD
PARTNERS
From historic Carlton to
the glistening harbour at
Docklands, each City of
Melbourne neighbourhood
needs different services and
support based on its unique
demographics, strengths and
challenges.
We’re working to better understand
and respond to community needs
in a highly localised way through a
new neighbourhood model.
Led by seven passionate
neighbourhood partners, the model
aims to “connect the dots” between
council, residents and businesses
to empower local people, build
community capacity and guide city
projects.
The neighbourhood partners
recently completed in-depth
community consultation and
analysed the data to draft key
priorities for each suburb.
This process is revealing
opportunities for council to explore
new projects, adjust upcoming
work to respond to community
needs, and better communicate our
progress on existing work.
Neighbourhood partners will
continue to engage with the
community year-round, recording
feedback into a central knowledge
bank that will inform council
projects with rich insights into the
future.
New online portals will enable
everyone to keep in touch with
local news and share feedback
more easily.
The interactive portals will deliver
up-to-date information relevant to
each neighbourhood, and connect
community members with Council
through the Neighbourhood
Partners.
The portals feature:
• An acknowledgement of
Traditional Owners, Wurundjeri
Woi Wurrung places of
significance and a link to the
new, interactive tool for Mapping
Aboriginal Melbourne

Residents and businesses have
shared their vision for the CBD
with neighbourhood partner
Michelle James, who will work
to strengthen the community for
years to come.
Michelle grew up in seven different
cities and it’s her globetrotting
childhood that gave her a passion for
places and people.
It’s a passion she carried forward into
her career as an architect, designing
small public spaces like schools and
libraries, and later into community
development and placemaking work.
All this was the ideal training for her
current role: neighbourhood partner
for the CBD.
‘People and place have been the
main thread throughout my career. I
enjoy “connecting the dots” between
community members to support
them to do great things,’ Michelle
said.
Michelle is part of a team of
partners working with the unique
neighbourhoods across the
municipality.
‘We spend a lot of time in the
community talking to small business
owners, residents, students and
visitors to understand what’s
important to people in their unique
neighbourhoods,’ Michelle said.
‘People are really excited about the
potential of this neighbourhood
model. After all, people experience
the city through place, not through
traditional siloed organisational
departments.’
Michelle said that people in the CBD
gained a new sense of community
during COVID-19.
‘The pandemic reminded residents
and business owners who are in the
city 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, that they have a community
here, aside from the commuters who
come and go each day,’ Michelle said.
‘People finally connected with
each other as neighbours and that
anonymity disappeared a bit, even if
their interactions were through masks
for a while. This was a lovely moment
of connection.
‘While of course we want to
see people return to the city so
businesses can thrive, this sense
of neighbourhood connection and
community resilience is something

that we want to support and
encourage into the future.’
So, in addition to a visionary cityshaping agenda, a big part of
Michelle’s role is connecting disparate
parts of the neighbourhood to
improve people’s day-to-day lives
and deepen the impact of grassroots
projects.
For example, facilitating a
collaboration between the Melbourne
Men’s Shed and a local childcare
centre, or connecting an isolated
person to conversation clubs or
activities at a local pop-up library.
‘It’s these simple connections that can
make a big difference in people’s lives
and make neighbourhoods all the
stronger,’ Michelle said.
During the community consultation
process, Michelle has discovered
more and more about what centralcity residents value about the CBD.
‘We all know and love our city
– there’s the iconic imagery of
laneways, bars, heritage buildings,
trams, theatres and restaurants. All
that is integral to the character of
Melbourne and what we love about it,’
Michelle said.
‘But also people are telling me
how valuable it’s been to have
all the amazing parks, gardens
and waterways on their doorstep,
particularly during lockdowns. And
of course they’d like to see more
greening into the future.
‘It’s also clear that the CBD isn’t
a homogenous place. Across the
Hoddle Grid there are distinct areas,
some which are well developed,
and others that we could really
strengthen.
‘You could think of it like the New
York model, where they have
SoHo, Tribeca and so on – distinct
neighbourhoods within the greater
neighbourhood of New York City.’
The City of Melbourne is home to
people from many different cultures
and backgrounds. A key part of
Michelle’s work is to ensure that all
voices are heard.
‘My role is about deeply
understanding the various people
who make up the neighbourhood,
which includes long-term residents,
small business owners, international
students, workers, people sleeping
rough, visitors and many more,’
Michelle said.

‘Inclusion is key. That is, not just
hearing from the most engaged
citizens, but also other people
who have different interests and
perspectives to offer. This is more
than just a survey, it’s about longterm engagement and participation.’
The neighbourhood partners
document everything they hear
to create a rich knowledge bank
of insights about people who
work, study and live in each
neighbourhood, to inform city
projects into the future.
‘Coding and capturing all the
data and insights allows us to pull
together all of the information to
create a comprehensive picture of
the neighbourhood,’ Michelle said.
‘Using this information alongside
amazing data sets from other work
areas, we can help project managers
understand, for example, community
sentiment about greening among
people aged 60 plus in the CBD.’
Michelle’s consultation work has
surfaced 27 priorities for the CBD
neighbourhood, including community
connectivity, safety in the street,
apartment living, homelessness
support and street cleanliness.
‘I’m hearing that people are keen to
tackle these things together. They
don’t see it as something solely for
council to solve. They want to work
together,’ she said.
Michelle believes that the CBD can
bounce back stronger than ever postpandemic.
‘Recovery is super important from
an economic and social perspective.
We are all seeing the devastation that
COVID-19 has caused, but this time is
also about reinventing,’ Michelle said.
‘Melbourne is known for being a
creative place, with so many amazing
thinkers and doers. It would be great
to find ways to repurpose buildings
that perhaps aren’t being used in the
way they used to be.
‘Through this process, it’s important
that we don’t leave anyone behind.
We can’t turn the city into a place
for a certain type of individual. It
needs to be accessible, affordable
and integrated, not just one person’s
vision.

• An overview of each
neighbourhood, including facts
and figures about the area
• A list of local priorities,
community feedback and Council
plans in action

‘To be honest, this is my dream job.
I pinch myself every day and I’m
looking forward to working with the
community for many years to come.’

• A range of good news stories
from the community.
To explore the CBD Neighbourhood
Portal, visit participate.melbourne.
vic.gov.au/cbd-neighbourhoodportal

Michelle James said people in the CBD
gained a new sense of community
during the pandemic

We’re increasing greening and reducing pollution in the Yarra River - Birrarung

To find out more about
neighbourhood planning, visit
participate.melbourne.vic.gov.au
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Last drinks called at goldrush era pub as fight continues to keep Melbourne’s slice of history
words by Brendan Rees
HERITAGE

Calls are mounting for the few remaining historic pubs in the CBD to be saved after regulars
of the 158-year-old Great Western Hotel gathered for one last drink.
The beloved watering hole in King St officially closed its doors on May 29 as the current owners, the Argo Group, plan to build a
23-storey office tower as part of a $95 million
redevelopment.
After initially securing approval in 2020,
Argo bought the adjacent property to enlarge
its mixed-use development, which was endorsed by the City of Melbourne this February.
However, the plans include the retention of
the pub’s façade with a three-level hotel to be
built in its place.
The proposed redevelopment of the
1864-built pub, which was rebranded as Hotel
Animal two years ago, is currently before the
Minister for Planning Richard Wynne for final
approval as the plan exceeded 25,000 square
metres of floor space, the cut-off of whether
developments are decided by the council.
If given the green-light, construction is expected to begin this year with its completion
due by 2024.

▲ The historic Great Western Hotel has been earmarked
for redevelopment.

But heritage groups have vowed to fight the
plans as they voice alarm that too many of
Melbourne’s iconic pubs were being knocked
down for apartment towers.
The National Trust of Australia’s CEO Simon
Ambrose opposed the plans, saying “historic
pubs need to be protected.”
“The response to the demolition of the

Carlton Inn and the current threat to the Curtin
Hotel have shown how important these meeting places are to local communities. The Great
Western Hotel has been operating since the
gold rush,” he said.
“The proposal to only retain the façade of
the building in the redevelopment, known as
‘facadism’, is unacceptable.”
“The National Trust has supported new
policies introduced by the City of Melbourne
in recent years to discourage the practice of facadism, which have sadly come too late to save
this building.”
Mr Ambrose added the National Trust
“strongly supports” the council’s ongoing work
to review heritage protections across the city
to “ensure that other important heritage places
like the Great Western Hotel don’t fall through
the cracks.”
President of Melbourne Heritage Action
Tristan Davies said the council and state government should develop a social heritage listing
for places like the Great Western.
“The Great Western is interesting because it
will again have its social use as a pub behind the
facade as part of the plans, in that sense it’s better than many developments involving historic
pubs and venues in recent years,” he said.
“Though we do believe the City of Melbourne
or state government should develop a social

heritage listing for places like this that have
a longstanding social heritage use to ensure
they we don’t lose these important places to
facadism like the infamous Palace Theatre,
where technically heritage has been saved at
the expense of what actually made the building
worth protecting.”
Dr Charles Sowerwine, chair of the Royal
Historical Society of Victoria’s (RHSV) heritage committee, which has been campaigning
to save the building for five years, said if demolition was approved it would be a “tragic loss.”
“Hotels were a major part of the fabric of urban life in the 19th century. The small hotels of
that era continue to play a major role in neighbourhood social life. Yet we have lost so many
that any further loss is a great tragedy,” he said.
Dr Sowerwine said the pub had witnessed
the impact of the gold rush on Melbourne life
and sociability and in “architectural terms, it is
a witness to Melbourne’s character before the
high Victorian boom.”
To celebrate its final days of operation, Hotel
Animal threw a party to mark an end of era “on
the highest of notes”.
If the redevelopment is approved, the developer would upgrade a “pocket park” on Brown
Alley, with design changes to ensure the character of the laneway (including the use of recycled
brick) is retained.

Goldfingers.
The publican of the Golden Age on King St
woke at about 1am and saw the blaze.
Paul Castran mourns the way the street has
deteriorated. The Kilkenny Inn used to be a
thriving pub with mixed Chinese and local
meals.
“I don’t like to see it,” he said. “There are no
people around. There are just 10 to 20 people
working at the Slater & Gordon office across the
road.”
Mr Castran is calling on the council to protect vacant buildings. The strip club was to be
the end-of-trip facilities for a 20-storey office
tower and at least the façade would have been
preserved.

He’s seen squatters in Aspire, the development on the corner of Little Lonsdale St. “They
had tools to get in,” he said.
“The council should have a rule. Empty
buildings are a magnet. What they should do if
it’s abandoned is get security going by. If they’re
unoccupied there should be some sort of alarm
or security.”
Another heritage building narrowly escaped
destruction last year, when a fire broke out at
the Corner Store on La Trobe St, a special place
in the history of Melbourne and the CBD’s oldest surviving dwelling.
The new buyer, who gained ownership in
March, has yet to publicly share their plans for
the site.

•

Locals blame squatters for King St fire
words by Rhonda Dredge
COMMUNITY

Locals are blaming squatters for the fire that
destroyed an empty strip club near the corner
of King and Lonsdale streets last month.
The blaze narrowly avoided destroying three
heritage buildings and threatened nearby residential towers.
The windows of the Kilkenny Inn, a building
that survived the blaze, are now firmly boarded
up.
Locals are asking questions about who is
responsible for protecting them from fires lit
by squatters while owners figure out their plans.
This is the second fire in a year in a King St
heritage building left empty by developers.
It was a cold autumn night on May 23, the
beginning of Melbourne’s record low temperatures, when the fire started. It took 50 firefighters three hours to get the blaze under control.
Lucia Mededeva lives next door on the 24th
floor of an apartment block. She was woken by
an announcement over the intercom.
“We had a fire officer that spoke to us through
the intercom,” she said. “He told us to remain
calm. There was so much smoke. I was worried.
We had trouble sleeping.”
At 4am there was another announcement
that the fire had been contained.
The tower was not evacuated but police
believed three people were missing in the fire
(squatters who hadn’t been accounted for), so
they set up a crime scene and the arson squad
was called in to investigate.

▲ A crime scene was established.

▲ Paul Castran worried about King St.

When CBD News visited two days later, three
people were claiming to have escaped from the
fire.
CBD News has spoken to neighbours of the
crime scene who have seen squatters occupy a
number of buildings in the vicinity, including

ELLEN SANDELL
GREENS STATE MP FOR MELBOURNE

Hi, I’m Ellen, your local state MP.
I’m here to help. Don’t hesitate to get in touch.
(03) 9328 4637
office@ellensandell.com

146 Peel Street
North Melbourne VIC 3051

Authorised by E. Sandell, 146 Peel St, North Melbourne.
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An unwanted tag: Singapore meeting exposes City of Melbourne’s dilemma
The City of Melbourne is
coming down harder than
ever on graffiti, yet street art
remains one of the city’s biggest
selling points. Can the council
have it both ways?
words by David Schout
COUNCIL AFFAIRS

It was a minor footnote in a council report that
said so much.
A report presented to councillors proposing
Lord Mayor Sally Capp travel overseas for an
upcoming international engagement wouldn’t
usually garner any interest.
These trips, filed under opportunities for “international engagement”, are par for the course
in the city’s top office.
Councillors generally spend little time speaking to the motion, and in 99.9 per cent of cases
those in the chamber raise their hands to support the trip, swiftly moving onto the next item.
This occasion, on May 31, was no different.
Cr Capp’s upcoming trip to the Word Cities
Summit (WCS) in Singapore, which the council
would partly fund to the tune of $5000, was
approved.
But a note at the bottom of the report from
management raised eyebrows outside Town
Hall.

Alongside key engagements as part of the
July 31 to August 4 trip (including a presentation at the WCS Mayors Forum) was a planned
meeting with Singaporean officials.
The subject of this meeting? How the Asian
city-state deals with graffiti.
“City of Melbourne has increased activity
and resourcing to tackle graffiti and street
cleaning, to improve public spaces and ensure
the city is sparkling as workers, students and
visitors return,” the report from CEO Justin
Hanney noted.
“Singapore is one of the cleanest cities in the
world and meetings are proposed on Singapore’s
graffiti removal and street cleaning programs.”
From a Melbourne-based perspective the
meeting appears problematic, for a number of
reasons.
The first, and perhaps most obvious, is that it
is abundantly clear how and why Singapore is
able to keep their streets mostly free of graffiti.
And that is, they employ draconian laws
around vandalism.
Singapore has severe penalties, which can
include corporal punishment and jail, for unapproved street art.
The second, more worrying reason is that the
council is now actively looking for advice from
a city that takes a zero tolerance approach to
street art.
It’s a dangerous side to be on.
Especially when you consider how crucial
the promotion of “laneway art” is to Melbourne
visitation and tourism.
As renowned local artist and Blender Studios
director Adrian Doyle noted in his column for

Unison Housing marks major step
towards council housing project

sister publication CBD News last month: “Urban
art culture is used as one of the main marketing
tools of Melbourne and Victorian tourism …
marketing teams are quick to push it as true
urban Melbourne. It’s in every magazine and all
over the airport in every terminal.”
The council itself spruiks the city as boasting
a “world-renowned street art scene”.
So why, then, would the city look to one of
the world’s strictest, most tightly regulated
street art scenes for advice?
Of course, the council does not have a say in
criminal laws and can’t throw anyone in jail for
illegally using a spray can in one of its many
laneways.
Further, it will argue that there is a difference
between street art (which it defines as “artistic
work done with the permission of the person
who owns the wall that the work is being
done on”) and graffiti (“any writing or images
on property without permission and typically
includes tagging, writing, etching, stencilling,
images or scribbling”).
But which ever way you dice it, the optics aren’t great on looking to Singapore for guidance

on dealing with graffiti.
The planned meeting with Singaporean officials follows the recent release of the City of
Melbourne’s draft 2022-23 budget where the
council will spend $28.2 million to “clean up
our streets and keep them free from graffiti” in
the next 12 months.
This is more than it has ever spent.
But who decides which graffiti goes, and
which stays?
Ugly, indiscriminate tagging across the State
Library presented a clear case for the former
and was swiftly removed.
But reports have also surfaced in recent
months of notable street artists having creative
works quickly taken down.
Doyle wrote in his column about the problem
with “graffiti removalists becoming the unwitting curators of the street”.
The predicament the council finds itself in is
difficult.
The city is finally welcoming back hordes
of visitors after a two-year lull due to the pandemic and, understandably, Town Hall wants
to present the best version of Melbourne for
visitors by keeping it as clean as possible.
This is an admirable move that few would
disagree with.
But Melbourne and Singapore should be at
opposite ends of the spectrum when it comes to
regulating graffiti.
One celebrates it as one of the city’s defining
features, while the other takes a zero-tolerance
approach.
One would hope our city can formulate a
more nuanced viewpoint.

•

Beloved record store given lifeline thanks
to crowdfunding campaign
words by Brendan Rees

words by Brendan Rees

BUSINESS

HOUSING

An ambitious project to build a safe accommodation site for the city’s most vulnerable has
taken a major step with Unison Housing having
signed a lease agreement.
The City of Melbourne’s Make Room project
will see a council-owned building at 602 Little
Bourke St refurbished and converted into a safe
and supported accommodation for the city’s
rough sleepers.
The $20 million initiative will deliver 50
studio apartments at the former utility building
as well as communal living areas, housing and
homelessness services and other support for
residents.
Each resident will be provided secure accommodation for up to 12 months including critical
health and housing support, while they await
allocation of longer-term housing.
By signing an agreement, Unison Housing
will be able to start construction later this year
with the accommodation services expected to
open in late 2023.
Unison CEO James King said his organisation
was focused on “accelerating progress to ensure
completion is achieved as soon as possible.”
“It is truly amazing to see the support this
project has generated from Homes Victoria and
philanthropic donors,” he said.
“We firmly believe this project will change
the lives of many and feel privileged to deliver
it in partnership with the City of Melbourne.”
Mr King earlier this year told CBD News
that the project wasn’t “so much the success”
but “the success is when I see rough sleepers
being accommodated who otherwise wouldn’t
be accommodated in the CBD.”
Many organisations have got behind the
project with the council recently securing $1
million from the Gandel Foundation, one of
Australia’s largest independent family philanthropic funds.
Other generous donors include Helen
Macpherson Smith Trust, the William Buckland
Foundation and the Loti and Victor Smorgon
Family Foundation.
The City of Melbourne and its project
partners have now secured more than $13.7
million with the state government investing $9
million towards the project. Further funding

commitments have also been made from The
Ian Potter Foundation ($1.75 million) and
the Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation ($1
million).
Lord Mayor Sally Capp said the project
would “make a real and life-long difference” for
those who need it most and create a pathway
for Melburnians to access social and affordable
housing.
“We want to sincerely thank and recognise
our philanthropic partners for their generous
donations – we are a step closer to putting
shovels in the ground and truly making room
for those who need it most.”
Helen Macpherson Smith Trust CEO Debra
Morgan said her organisation was “delighted”
to back the project and “make a difference” to
people experiencing disadvantage.
The Loti and Victor Smorgon Family
Foundation said it “proudly supports” the Make
Room project “alongside funders committed
to finding long term solutions addressing
homelessness and rough sleeping in the City of
Melbourne.”
William Buckland Foundation acting chair
Jenny McGregor said access to safe and secure
housing was “a critical piece in improving the
lives of disadvantaged Victorians.”
The council will find a suitable space to
rehouse an artwork and heritage collection
which is currently stored at the Little Bourke St
building.

•

The co-owner of a long-standing record store
in the CBD, which has been saved from closure
thanks to a crowdfunding campaign, says she is
“humbled beyond belief”.
Basement Discs owners Suzanne Bennett
and Rod Jacobs, whose store has occupied the
basement of the Block Arcade for 28 years, had
struggled to stay ahead following the effects
of the pandemic and a drop in office workers
returned to the city.
“We’ve all limped through two-and-half
years, anyone who has come out the other side
is determined to keep sailing,” Ms Bennett said,
whose trade plummeted by up to 80 per cent.
If their financial troubles were not already
hard enough, Mr Jacobs is fighting leukemia.
But that has not stopped him from keeping a
positive attitude and helping in the store as
much as he can.
Ms Bennett said while her store’s landlord
had been highly supportive, they had struggled
to make ends meet.
“Our backs were against the wall; we didn’t
know what to do and crowdfunding was suggested by a musician friend of ours.”
That friend was Alison Ferrier, a store regular, who said she could not bear to see the
beloved store go under.
“Independent music shops are incredibly important not only to the culture of the city but to
all the musicians that live here,” she said.
“She [Ms Bennett] was telling me some of
the troubles she was going through, and it just
broke my heart.”
Ms Ferrier launched a GoFundMe campaign
with no expectations other than thinking “it
is an opportunity for people to donate if they
want to”.
They raised $25,000 in a week – a figure the
pair each thought was unimaginable.
“I couldn’t believe how quickly we reached
the target. We had no idea, we kept it low, and
people donated so quickly within minutes,” Ms
Ferrier said.
“Not only did it help them financially, but it’s
helped them mentally so much to know all this
love and support has really lifted their spirits.”
Ms Bennett said she was initially embarrassed
to participate in a crowdfunding campaign but

was overwhelmed by the “amazing support” of
generous donors, which had spurred her and
Mr Jacobs “to do everything in our power to
keep going”.
Block Arcade landlord Grant Cohen said, “we
want to wish them well and hopefully their
business, which is a unique business, survives
the test of time.”
“Music has moved to online streaming, and
they are competing against that. But there is
something special to be said about having your
own vinyl and there is obviously a community
who still loves them.”
Mr Cohen added while visitor numbers at
the Block Arcade had returned to pre-COVID
levels on the weekends, he added, “we need the
workers back in town and it’s not helping with
them not being here on Mondays and Fridays.”
Ms Bennett said while the fundraiser had
been a huge boost they were “not out of the
woods yet” and “the CBD has a long way to go
before it ever returns to pre-COVID.”
“It’s not just us … it’s a bigger story about
people not wanting to lose everything that they
love about the CBD; lots of independent, quirky
owner-operator stores which make the CBD
a destination, that we’ve got to hang onto and
support and really work on rebuilding otherwise people may as well go to Chadstone.”
Basement Discs is at 24 Block Place,
Melbourne CBD. Ph. 9654 1110.
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Farm to mug:
Healthy tea
revolutionised
Since purchasing a Bunyip
farm in 1999, husband
and wife Deva and Lily
Wijeyewardene have been
making the most of the farm
that was previously used to
grow herbal teas.
words by Kaylah-Joelle Baker
Taking over and expanding the production of
the herbal teas has been a worthwhile adventure for the couple, who now have their own
business by the name of Australian Tea House.
Their products are sold at Queen Victoria
Market among other locations.
“We actually got serious about our farm and
started focusing on it around 2009 when we
started selling at farmers markets and weekend
markets,” Deva said.
“We have a permanent position in the St
Kilda Esplanade Market and then one day we
got a visit and were invited to have a stall at

Queen Victoria Market which for us was a big
invitation because I feel it is the pinnacle of all
markets.”
Opening up their stall at QVM in April last
year, while a slow start due to obvious reasons,
has been a massive opportunity for the couple
and one that has given them a presence to have
“direct contact with [their] customers”.
“QVM is seriously a fantastic community. It’s
a very vibrant ecosystem,” Deva said.
“People don’t just come in, run their stall
and go home, there is a lot of interaction and
the management is also very concerned about
everyone being comfortable.”
This supportive environment combined with
the success Australian Tea House has been having both online and at the markets has provided
Deva and Lily to think in more depth about
where they see themselves going with their teas.
This has led them to move their focus from
traditional teas of spearmint and chamomile
to a new range of functional herbs which are
known for helping people deal with health
concerns.
The unique functional herb blends are continuously well-researched by Deva and come in
the form of both teas and supplement powders,
with various teas focused on aiding constipation and cold and flu symptoms.
The supplement powders on offer that have
helped the line become their fastest moving yet
are the full spectrum turmeric powder and the
full spectrum moringa powder.
While the turmeric mix aims to help inflammation and “arthritic issues” the moringa mix is

▲ Lily Wijeyewardene in front of the couple’s Australian Tea House stall at Queen Victoria Market.

created to support the improvement of memory.
The growing success of the functional herbs
have led Deva and Lily to start brainstorming
what the future of their company looks like,
as they consider converting their farm into a
community farm for people to visit.
They are also in the process of setting up a
dehydration plant with support from the state
government and hope to produce more organic
powdered products.
Happy with the progress their company

has been making, both Lily and Deva are “impressed” with the Queen Victoria Market and
are feeling “positive” about the big changes to
come for their company.

•

For more information:
australianteahouse.com

WE LIVE HERE

Consumer watchdog sues Airbnb after
thousands complain
The federal government’s
consumer watchdog, the
Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC),
has instituted proceedings
in the Federal Court against
Airbnb for allegedly misleading
consumers.
In court documents, the ACCC alleges that from
2018 to 2021, Airbnb made false or misleading
representations to thousands of Australian
consumers by displaying prices on its website
or mobile app for Australian accommodation
using only a dollar sign ($), without making it
clear that those prices were in US dollars.
The ACCC website alleges that the behaviour
went further: “When thousands of consumers
complained to Airbnb about being charged
more than the displayed price, the ACCC alleges
that Airbnb engaged in further misleading or
deceptive conduct by telling many of them that
it had displayed prices in US dollars because the
user had selected this currency, when this was
often not the case.”
“We allege that Airbnb’s misleading conduct
meant that consumers were deprived of the
opportunity to make an informed choice about
whether, and at what price, to book their holiday accommodation on the Airbnb platform,”
ACCC chair Gina Cass-Gottlieb said.
“Despite thousands of consumers complaining to Airbnb about the way prices were
displayed, Airbnb didn’t amend its booking
platform until after the ACCC raised the issue.”
The watchdog is suing US-based Airbnb Inc.
and Airbnb Ireland UC, seeking declarations,
injunctions, pecuniary penalties, orders for the
compensation for affected consumers.
The ACCC legal suit follows another year of

bad press for Airbnb.
Last year Airbnb was forced to suspend a
Victorian host for banning guests who had received the COVID vaccine and for falsely claiming vaccinated people were infectious. The host
refused to accept bookings from guests who
had been vaccinated with “experimental C-19
gene therapy vaccines”.
In the Moorabbin Magistrates’ Court last
month, the owner of an Airbnb property in
Hepburn pleaded guilty to a charge of harassing
a guest with a message saying she would “burn
in hell”. The host was angered by the guest
who left a review on a travel website saying his
Airbnb rental was “just OK”.
Four years of the “damp squib”
In 2018 the Victorian Government passed the
weakest regulatory restrictions for short-term
letting ever seen in Australia, to the delight of
Airbnb.
After the tragic stabbing death of a young
woman at a party in a short-stay apartment in
the Melbourne CBD at EQ Tower in July 2018,
Premier Andrews stated that his government
would look into tightening regulations for
short-stay apartments.
Despite this promise, in August 2018 the government passed the same legislation word for
word that had been rejected by the Upper House
as inadequate more than 12 months earlier.
The government stated in its policy response
that it would conduct a review in 2021 to see
whether the new regulations were working and
would seek feedback from stakeholders and resident groups at that time. However, this review
was not inserted into the Bill and the Labor
Government has not conducted the review.
The former Shadow Minister for Planning
David Davis once addressed Parliament to slam
the government for reintroducing the same
legislation which he labelled “weak”, “pathetic” and a “damp squib.” The Liberal Party told

Parliament that it would seek to have this legislation amended if it were to form government
at the next election. Ultimately however, the
Liberal Party did not block the passing of the
Bill when it came time to vote on the legislation
and was absent from the chamber when it was
put to the vote.
The outcome ranked as one of the worst
cases of politicking and back-room deals seen
in Parliament.
Tom Bacon, CEO of Strata Title Lawyers said
at the time, “The legislation is not worth the
paper it is written on. These regulations are the
lightest feather of a touch, and do not provide
owners’ corporations with any meaningful way
of regulating the issues associated with shortterm stays. I would not advise owners’ corporations to use these regulations; it would be a
costly exercise and a waste of time.”
What do we want?
We Live Here calls on the Andrews government to announce a policy overhaul before the
November state election:
1. AMEND the Owners’ Corporation Act
2006 to regulate the short-stay industry – far
beyond the scope of the woefully inadequate
pro-Airbnb “party” bill that was shamefully
passed just before the election. The Airbnb
“party” bill made it even harder for owners’
corporations to recoup costs of damage and it
completely ignored issues of security, amenity
and community development – these issues must
be addressed.
2. INTRODUCE a registration system to
manage the burgeoning short-stay industry.
3. RESTORE POWERS to owners’ corporations to make decisions about use of a
lot, lost in Justice Riordan’s Supreme Court
decision in July 2017.
4. ENGAGE with We Live Here. Talk to
us – we represent more than 350 buildings in
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia and globally.
More than 80 per cent of Melbourne’s resident population lives in strata buildings. We
can help you understand how to look after
strata communities.
Mr Andrews, you must be aware that governments around the nation and around the

world are grappling with the issue of shortstays and the lack of affordable housing; and
the various means of regulation being adopted
by NSW, Tasmania, Western Australia, South
Australia, Canberra, New York, Paris, London,
Amsterdam, Berlin, etc.
Local councils in Victoria, tired of waiting
for meaningful action from the state government are starting to implement their own versions of the most basic regulations to protect
the community: Councils in the Yarra Valley,
Frankston, and the Mornington Peninsula have
each developed regulations around issues such
as registration, day limits and accountability.
COVID provided a brief respite from shortstays due to the significant drop in visitors.
Disturbingly many commercial operators with
swags of apartments, not just Airbnb, are now
beginning to flood the market. Forget about
the industry spin that it’s just “Mums and Dads
wanting to a rent out a room in their own
home” – we are witnessing a large-scale commercialisation of the residential market.
Right now, the government has an amazing
opportunity to put Melbourne on the map by
proactively implementing regulation before the
whole short-stay issue gets totally out of hand
once again.
You have seen what happens to a leader who
does not listen to the electorate.
Please, Mr Andrews listen to your community. Talk to us. Hear us. Stand up for us.
Campaign donations
As a not-for-profit organisation, donations
from individuals and buildings keep our campaigns going. To register as a supporter of We
Live Here or to donate, please visit welivehere.
net. We Live Here does not accept donations
from commercial tourism interests.

•

Barbara Francis &
Rus Littleson
CAMPAIGN@WELIVEHERE.NET
LEARN MORE AT
WELIVEHERE.NET

Q: What can we do to stop the scooters and food delivery motorcycles riding on our footpaths?
A: Have the council and police enforce the laws.
Write, email and phone your councillor.
www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/contactus 9658 9658 or google “Melbourne City Councillors”
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A shared experience at the Forum
There were many inspiring
moments at this year’s RISING
festival, one being the sight of
dedicated fans sitting outside
the Forum, hours before a
concert was due to start.
words by Julian Holcroft and Rhonda Dredge

Two fans, Jemma and Annabell, were from
Perth and had flown into Melbourne the night
before at 1.30am.
By 10am on the day of the gig they were first
in line to see Lucy Dacus.
“She’s such a good songwriter,” they said of
the US songwriter and performer. “You can
connect with her personality.”
Fans have finally got the chance to express
themselves, leaving a city cut off from the world
not long ago to arrive at another, also cut off
from the world.
Sure, there were many criticisms of RISING,
that it wasn’t as good as White Night because it
didn’t get mobs of people streaming down the
streets.
But many fans didn’t care. This was a “taste
and see” kind of festival. You actually had to go
exploring to find what you wanted.
We both had media passes for Ed Kuepper
with Jim White, also on at the Forum at the
same time as Lucy Dacus. We met in the box
office queue. It turned out that we both knew a

▲ Jemma and Annabell, first in the Lucy Dacus queue at The Forum.

person whose wake was on at the same time as
the gig, so we divided up the duties. One of us
went to the gig and the other to the wake.
The matinee (5.30pm) scheduling of the
show might have created a special intimate

SALVOS

The Pink Car
Ten years ago, the City of
Melbourne partnered with The
Salvation Army Melbourne
to establish an innovative
approach to safety in the city.
We arranged for three to four teams of three
to four young people in each team to walk the
streets of the city on Friday and Saturday nights
from 11pm until 5am. They were trained and
well supervised and would connect with young
people who came into the city for a night out
but would sometimes “overdo” it.
Rather than ending up in the hands of police, they would call us and direct our teams
to young people who required support. This
might involve connecting them with friends or
family or driving them home. The teams would
also walk the streets overnight and distribute
bottles of water and Chuppa Chups. They were
used as engagement tools to try and connect
with young people and have conversations that
revolved around the often-repeated line, “so, it
looks like you’ve had a big night. What are your
plans to get home?”
The reason for this program was simple – to
help keep young people safe and do our part to
ensure that they don’t become victims or offenders. The Youth Street Teams program also
played a part in dealing with non law and order
issues, hence freeing up police resources so that
they could be focused on their core business.
I’ll never forget seeing a 20-year-old female,
crouched down and crying while she was on the
phone. It was 4am and she was on the corner of
King St and Flinders Lane. Our team engaged
with her, but she was reluctant to connect. Our
team returned a short time later and found
three men pointing at the young woman and
clearly planning their next move.
Our team spoke with the young woman. It
turned out that she was on the phone with her
Mum. The young woman had come into the city
for a night out with her boyfriend, but he had
left her on her own when he met up with some
mates. Our team offered to drive the young

atmosphere, if the crowd of youngsters was not
queuing under a billboard proclaiming Lucy
Dacus in large letters with Ed Kuepper and Jim
White underneath. This audience emulated the
one in the early days of bands like the Saints and
the Laughing Clowns.
In a night peppered with good humour and
banter from Ed Kuepper, perhaps the best line
came from a member of the audience who
shouted during a break halfway into the set, “Ed

you are an icon ... but not a plastic one”. Ed was
bemused.
The highlight of the set, among an embarrassment of riches, was a beautifully paced and
arranged version of Collapse Board, an early
Laughing Clowns song which Ed told the audience (to much laughter) had been voted “most
depressing song ever written” by Rolling Stone
magazine.
With its descending bass lines and poignant
pauses, it was the perfect lead into one of the
last songs of the night Everything I’ve got
belongs to you, for which Ed suggested an
audience singalong, duly complied with. This
book-ended the opening songs that began
fittingly enough with Horse Under Water, as a
tribute to the recently passed lead singer of the
Saints, Chris Bailey.
Ed and Jim comfortably inhabited the songs
as a band in their own right, and compared to
the first and last RISING gig from last year, it
felt like there was now a clearer synthesis of
less familiar tracks such as Pavane (from Ed
Kuepper’s solo album Lost Cities) with classic
Laughing Clowns’ tracks such as Eternally
Yours and Saints’ material like Swing for the
Crime and Brisbane Security City.
After an extended period on the road and
coming full circle, these songs and (the performers) now had the feel of old friends meeting up and enjoying a celebration after a long
period of absence.
After the gig we met up at a wake for artist and educator Bernhard Sachs at Jimmy
Watson’s. Many of the artists in attendance
were fans of both Kuepper and White, making
the difficult choice to forgo the gig to celebrate
their friend’s passing.
Both events were a celebration of life and the
strength of old friendships, craftsmanship and
creativity and the shared experiences that bind
us together in uncertain times.

•

woman home. Our team also chatted with her
Mum and ensured that her daughter was safe.
On another evening, our team encountered
a disturbance on Latrobe St. It involved three
young women in their late teens and an older
male. The male had purported to be an Uber
driver and was trying to get the young women
into his car. One of the young women was being
very protective of her friends and insisted that
the man leave immediately as none of them had
requested an Uber to pick them up. When our
team arrived, the male left very quickly. Details
of the situation were passed onto police.
Why would The Salvation Army get involved
with such a program? Very simply, because
we love the city and we want to ensure that
young people who access the city on a Friday or
Saturday night, have a safe night out.
Safety is not just the domain of Victoria
Police. We all have a role to play to ensure that
we each remain safe. In no way to take on the
role of security officers, we are not equipped or
trained to do this. But by simple engagements
and offerings of practical support, our Youth
Street Teams play a small part in helping reactivate the city on a Friday and Saturday night by
looking out for young people.
One of the major learnings is that of the
5000 engagements that our teams had with
young people in 2019 just prior to COVID, 48
per cent of those engagements were with young
women. Our teams often see young women
standing on their own waiting for an Uber or
a taxi. Tragically, in recent times, some young
women have not made it home safely.
As a result, next month we will launch the
Pink Car. It literally is a hot pink car, generously purchased by the Collingwood Football
Club. The Pink Car will operate on Friday and
Saturday nights, staffed by a female worker and
a female volunteer with the purpose to engage
with young women and help ensure they get
home safely.

•

Major Brendan Nottle
COMMANDING OFFICER
OF THE SALVATION ARMY
MELBOURNE - PROJECT 614
BRENDAN.NOTTLE@
SALVATIONARMY.ORG.AU
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RESIDENTS 3000

Deliberative democracy – a way
of engaging the community
I would like to offer a tangible
way that citizens can be
involved in deliberating on
issues that are difficult to
resolve.

words by Dr Stan Capp
Many jurisdictions around the world have
tackled these challenging issues by applying
a process known as deliberative democracy.
Deliberative processes are particularly useful
for complex issues where there is no right or
wrong answer and promotes an understanding
of the values and trade-offs the community
would make in addressing an issue.
An outstanding example is the Irish Citizens’
Assembly, which addressed five critical matters
and gave advice to the Irish parliament. One
of the most notable led to a national vote on
abortion rights. The Assembly views were

remarkably close to the national vote reflecting
the representative nature of the Assembly.
Locally, as required by the Victorian Local
Government Act 2020, the City of Melbourne’s
community engagement policy includes deliberative engagement practices. Indeed, it “supports council’s goal of being a deliberative city,
and realising our vision as a bold, inspirational
and sustainable city”.
While slightly nuanced, the terms “citizens’
juries”, people’s panels”, and mini publics” are
are used synonymously as common applications
of deliberative democracy.
Deliberative democracy is highly regarded as
it has several advantages over traditional models of community engagement. By assembling
a randomly selected representative sample
of the affected community, the group brings
diverse perspectives, backgrounds, knowledge,
and ways of thinking to the challenge of identifying how to respond to the matter under
consideration.
Traditional community engagement usually
involves people who have a pre-existing interest
and opinion on an issue, and generally provides
decision-makers with multiple perspectives
which they then must sift through, evaluate,

and weigh up to determine what actions to take.
A preferred model combines traditional and
deliberative processes. Data from traditional
engagement can provide excellent input and
perspectives to a deliberative process. A citizens’ jury or like process then weighs up the
traditional input plus expert information presented throughout the process and then evaluates all of it based on their own personal values.
With the support of facilitators, participants
work together to understand the issues and the
views of experts and others, identify options,
and come to a consensus about what would be
the best way forward on behalf of the community. This process allows the diversity of the
group to generate a more creative approach to
problem-solving than a traditional community
engagement process would offer.
When the City of Melbourne wishes to
initiate its deliberative process, there are four
essential elements to consider:
• The topic(s) or question(s) to be asked;
• The optimal size of the group of people
participating in the process and the
method of recruitment;
• The amount of time that should be
allocated for the process to take place; and
• The desired clear level of authority and
legitimacy granted to the group.
As these processes are not about asking
people to respond to pre-developed proposals
or choosing between prepared options, council
would need to be open to whatever answers
come from the deliberative process. While the

decision is ultimately one for council, there
would need to be good and transparent reasons
given for moving in another direction.
This is a serious matter for City of Melbourne
to contemplate as it will be a highly public initiative and potentially generate controversial
responses from stakeholders invested in the
outcome.
If the Irish parliament was up for it, I am
confident that the City of Melbourne can be
an exemplar in deliberative democracy and
demonstrate in a very real way its commitment
to community engagement.
This article draws upon a course at the
University of Technolog y Sydney (UTS) entitled Leading Deliberative Democracy. Dr Stan
Capp is a committee member of Residents 3000,
President of EastEnders, and a long-term advocate of deliberative democracy.

•

To join Residents 3000,
visit: residents3000.com.au
Dr Stan Capp
COMMITEE MEMBER OF
RESIDENTS 3000 MELBOURNE

METRO TUNNEL

City Square acoustic
shed to come down

weeks, with some changes to access for the
southbound City Square tram stop on Swanston
St.
The second crane, at the southern end of the
footpath, will start going up in early July and be
fully installed by early August.
From late August, the cranes will start dismantling the acoustic shed in stages, which will
take around three months.
Once the shed is removed, the cranes will
use the new loading bay to move materials and
equipment to and from site.
This is the second Metro Tunnel acoustic
shed to be brought down after the St Kilda Rd
structure over Anzac Station was dismantled
earlier this year.
Town Hall Station is 260 metres long – longer
than a city block – and as deep as a five-storey
building. When it opens in 2025, it will connect
to the Metro Tunnel’s four other underground
stations and the new Sunbury to Cranbourne/
Pakenham Line, and will have a direct, underground pedestrian link to Flinders Street
Station and City Loop services.

A six-month operation to
dismantle the massive acoustic
shed at City Square has started
as part of Metro Tunnel works.
It marks an exciting new phase of construction
at Town Hall Station as work to install two
50-metre cranes starts on Swanston St for construction to begin on the station’s upper levels
and entrance.
The shed, designed to reduce construction
noise, light and dust, went up nearly three years
ago and allowed crews to work 24/7 as they
build the underground train station – one of
two new stations in the heart of Melbourne.
The shed also provided a massive canvas

▲ The City Square acoustic shed will be brought down in the coming months as part of Metro Tunnel Project works.

for Emma Coulter’s bold artwork Spatial deconstruction #23 (resilience) adding a colourful
boost to the CBD since the start of 2021.
With work on the station up to 30 metres
below ground now well advanced, crews have
begun installing footings for the first crane that
will be used to dismantle the temporary shed.
The cranes will sit over the Swanston St

footpath, between Collins St and Flinders Lane,
on 20-metre-high gantries – tall enough for
people to continue using the footpath beneath
them.
Installation of the first crane, at the northern
end of the footpath, will require closing the
southern Collins St footpath at the corner of
Collins and Swanston streets for about two

•

ABORIGINAL MELBOURNE

Still Sacred and Golden: A reminder of the true gold
An exhibition focused on celebrating plants
and cultural practices is being presented
at the Koorie Heritage Trust, but while
not blatantly obvious from first glance, the
work actually explores deeper themes.
words by Kaylah-Joelle Baker

Behind the Still Sacred and Golden work is award-winning
multimedia visual artist and proud Wadawurrung woman Dr
Deanne Gilson, who through her work hopes to share how the
objectification of Aboriginal women has resulted in deep pain
– a topic she closely examined in her PhD at Deakin University.
“I am looking at the objects of our daily lives and as a First
Nations artist responding to the objectified and yet showing us
as still here, and our culture is still sacred to us,” Dr Gilson said.
“The flowers are all about honouring the beauty of Country
and our women with the knowledge held in the baskets I will be
painting.”
Please support our advertisers because without them we would have no CBD News

The exhibition has 17 new paintings and each speaks about
how Aboriginal women who were subjected to objectification by
both the male and female colonial gaze, particularly within Dr
Gilson’s ancestral line, lost their spiritual connection to place,
Country and each other.
“I hope my artwork aids in some small way towards the awakening of my women’s spirit once again. The bond for me is still
sacred and it is not broken, but it has been just quietly resting
until now,” she said.
Dr Gilson grew up in Naarm – Melbourne – before relocating
back to her Ancestral Country, which includes Ballarat and surrounding areas, with her family.
As an experienced artist, Dr Gilson’s previous work has
surrounded deep themes of colonial disruption, loss of family,
culture, language and traditional women’s practices and the continuing impact of loss on Aboriginal women today.
Through the self-reflective aspect of her contemporary art she
hopes people can take time to heal, and disrupt and challenge
the gaze.
The concept of celebrating both the plants, cultural practices
and contemporary women’s business comes through within the
exhibition’s title of Still Sacred and Golden. A strong title with
an even stronger meaning behind it, similar to Dr Gilson’s work.
“The gold references two things for me, the gold fields in

which I live and that our knowledge is golden and important and
worth more than gold,” she said.
“My ancestors had no use of gold itself, it is just a metaphor.
The true gold isn’t the gold from the gold fields, it’s us.”
Still Sacred and Golden opens Saturday, June 18 and continues
at Koorie Heritage Trust in Federation Square until Sunday,
September 18.

•
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Children blossom at high-rise oasis
Stepping off the elevator at the
first floor and into Gowrie at
The Harbour, the first thing
you notice is a distinct lack of
concrete and plastic. Instead,
you’re greeted by open spaces
in earthy hues and natural
materials.
Everywhere you look, there are welcoming displays of nature and children’s artwork inspired
by a connection to Country. At the heart of
this inner-city centre is a flourishing outdoor
sanctuary.
The early learning long-day care centre runs
an indoor-outdoor program every day, rain or
shine, allowing children of different ages to
flow between the rooms and sprawling verdant
garden.
Centre manager Rukmini Bose-Rahmen describes it as an oasis.
“It’s quite unique to find on the first level of an
inner-city building,” Rukmini said. “We’ve been
here for 13 years now, and the outdoor space is
very established. The trees are glorious. A lot of
our families live in high-rise apartments, and
they really cherish the space.”
Sandpits, vegie gardens, native grasses and
mature trees are dotted throughout the space
and every room opens to it, in a circular fashion.

“The doors are open first thing in the morning and the children can move indoors and
outdoors very seamlessly,” Rukmini said. “The
outdoor area is one of the main learning spaces for us and it’s the perfect environment for
children. They’re able to mix with different age
groups, so older children can learn empathy and
how to help younger children. This allows them
to develop life skills very early on.”
Education leader Sam Fernandez said the
flow between indoors and outdoors extended to
each of the rooms, allowing children to move
between learning spaces.
“It feels really organic and natural to have an
open space for all,” Sam said. “It means siblings
can visit each other throughout the day … a
fence divided the space during COVID and
it really cut that culture. The fence recently
came down and we all breathed out. It’s been
wonderful.”
Early childhood educator Carla Beslagic said
the established outdoor area and the focus on
materials foraged from nature offer a great
opportunity to explore connection to Country
as part of Gowrie Victoria’s First Nations
Perspectives Program. This also extends to the
classrooms and broader community.
“We are right next to Birrarung, the Yarra
River, and we use this as a place to explore local
First Nations perspectives,” Carla said. “The
place is rich with First Nations knowledge,
stories, histories and truths that we share with
the children.”
This focus on Birrarung is incorporated into

the Docklands service and nearby kinder, and
Carla said the children had created their own
“small world Birrarung play area” in the classroom, using ideas from their excursions into
the Docklands community and a library session
they recently had with Kirrae Whurrong/
Gunditjmara author and illustrator Aunty
Fiona Clarke.
A connection to Country is reinforced
through everything from the resources available through to the names of each classroom.
“We were very fortunate to have
Boonwurrung elder Aunty Fay Stewart Muir
visit the service and she gifted us the names
of our rooms in the Boonwurrung language,

which are local animals that the children chose,”
Carla said.
“At the front of every room is an acknowledgement of where its name came from and this
is something we’re all very proud of.”
Gowrie at The Harbour is currently enrolling
for places in 2022 and 2023.

•

For more information:
gowrievictoria.org.au/childrensprograms/docklands

PRECINCTS

How the Collins Street Precinct is
embracing the winter months
With the CBD once again bustling with energ y, the Collins Street
Precinct is delighted to be welcoming visitors back for the winter
season.
words by Collins Street Precinct
Whether you’re an office worker who is making
the move back to office life after two years at
home or someone from out of town looking for
a change of scenery, there is more than enough
to fill your winter days.
While other cities may dread the cold, here
in Melbourne, the cooler months are truly
embraced as a special time of year. With new
season fashion filling the stores and the perfect
winter wardrobe waiting to be purchased, no
matter what your taste, it’s time to rug up and
explore the city’s premium retail destination.
Refresh your wardrobe with some new
season fashion from the likes of Reiss in St
Collins Lane, Moncler at the Paris end of town,
Mulberry in the 80 Collins precinct, Decjuba in
Collins Place, Vault in the historic Block Arcade
or Saba in Collins 234.
To warm you from the inside out, fill your
belly with some delicious Collins St eats. Some
suggestions include checking out the newly
opened DAME in Collins Place; exploring the
underground George on Collins; sitting by the
open fireplace at Trinket on Flinders Lane or
visiting Farmer’s Daughters where the Rooftop
features a retractable roof and heaters to protect you from the elements.

Now the Collins Street Precinct isn’t just
known for its fashion and food; you may also
warm your heart with some amazing winter
theatre. Collins St’s Regent Theatre is currently playing host to Rodgers + Hammerstein’s
CINDERELLA and will soon welcome the
smash-hit, HAIRSPRAY, taking the stage in
August.
Plus, to make your CINDERELLA experience
even more special, Collins Street Precinct’s
members have put on a range of special offers,
so you too can pop on your glass slippers, jump
into your royal carriage (or free tram) and celebrate theatre in Melbourne!
Collins Street Precinct Group president
Luke Harris said, “I really do think that there’s
something incredibly magical about winter on
Collins St. As we’ve missed out on truly experiencing the cooler months over the past two
years due to lockdowns, I also think there’s an
even bigger buzz in the city this winter.”
“No matter how you want to spend your
day in the city, Collins St is the place to be this
winter.”

•

For more information:
collinsstreet.com.au

Queen Victoria Market online provides
welcome boost for traders
Despite the challenges and
evolving landscape presented by
the COVID-19 pandemic, Queen
Victoria Market (QVM) has
defied challenges being faced by
other markets with the success
of its online delivery service.
words by Sean Car
In response to the pandemic, QVM Pty Ltd said
it sought to implement a number of creative initiatives to help build “a stronger, more resilient
market for our traders and community.”
QVM Online service was one such initiative,
allowing customers to shop for fresh and specialty food from multiple market traders in one
online checkout.
Considered “an important step” for the market to maintain a competitive advantage in the
current retail and e-commerce environments,
QVM Online has fulfilled more than 15,000
individual online orders since launching in
November 2020.
As the only service of its kind remaining in
operation today, the success of QVM’s online
produce delivery service has gone against the
wave of other major Melbourne markets which
launched online services during the pandemic,
which have all now closed.
And the service continues to go from strength

to strength. Beginning with 2000 unique products, it now offers more than 3500 products
across fresh meat, fish, poultry, fruit and vegetables, bread, eggs, deli, nuts, ready-made meals,
organics, coffee, tea, wine, craft beer and gin,
flowers, vitamins and more.
With more than 50 of the market’s traders
operating on the one platform, it has proven to
be a resounding success and much-needed boost
amid ongoing challenges many small businesses
have faced during the pandemic.
Having originally delivered within 15 kilometres of the market in December 2020, it now
delivers to 220 postcodes within 30 kilometres
around Melbourne, with the CBD, North
Melbourne, Flemington, Fitzroy and Carlton
making up the top five suburbs.
QVM Pty Ltd said there was also a strong
customer base in the western suburbs across
Werribee and the Point Cook area.
Customers can collect their goods from the
designated click and collect zone in the market
car park or have their shopping delivered directly to their home or office, with two delivery
windows available every market day (1pm to
5pm or 4pm to 8pm).
Delivery is $15 per order and customers can
order by 10am on a market day for same-day
service. Orders are delivered in cardboard boxes with minimal to no plastic packaging.

•

For more information:
qvm.com.au/shop
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STATE MP

Your Melbourne Greens team continues (and grows by one!)

❝

Unfortunately, the Labor Government has
opened up huge new areas of Victoria for gas
drilling, including right near the 12 Apostles,
has put a tax on electric cars and extended the
life of our polluting coal-fired power plants.
They’ve also given in to the property developer
lobby and dumped their plan for a social housing levy that would’ve helped deal with our
terrible housing affordability crisis.
We also need strong advocates to put forward bold solutions to reinvigorate our city
post-COVID.
Given all of this, I think our work is more important than ever, and I’m excited to continue it
as we head into the election in November.
It’s a pleasure to work alongside the community on important local and global issues.
While I’ll be taking a short time off to care
for my new baby, which is very exciting, my
office will remain open as normal.
Please don’t hesitate
hesitate to
toget
getinintouch
touchthrough
at office@ellensandell.com
I can’t
see
email and I can’t wait and
to see
manywait
localtoresimany
when aI baby
returnin(with
dents local
whenresidents
I return (with
tow!).a baby

I have some news: at the time
of writing (early June), my
baby is due in one week! And
before I embark upon a short
period of maternity leave, I
wanted to “officially’ announce
that I’m putting up my hand
to continue as your state MP
for Melbourne at the Victorian
election in November.

❝

There’s no denying that the last few years have
been a rollercoaster. But after the recent federal
election, I am feeling very hopeful.
The election saw big swings towards candidates pushing for strong climate action and
integrity in our parliaments, sending a strong
message to the new government that this is
what Australians want (and need!).
With more Greens in the federal parliament
our MPs will push the government further and
faster on climate change, integrity, women’s
representation in parliament and affordable
housing.
As someone who has worked my whole adult

life for action on climate change, the results gave
me a new spring in my step. They gave me hope
about what we can achieve, together with the
community, at the state election in November.
With just a few Greens MPs in the Victorian
Parliament, we’ve already been successful at
pushing Labor to change its position and implement a ban on toxic gas fracking, stopping
the polluting East West toll road, and getting a
cap on political donations.
When China stopped taking our waste a
few years ago, it was the Greens-initiated

parliamentary inquiry that pushed the
Government to adopt new solutions like a 10c
refund on bottles and cans, a ban on single-use
plastics and an overhaul of our recycling system.
And during the pandemic we were able to
stand up for public housing residents affected
by the hard lockdown – with new support
programs now in place – as well as successfully
advocate for rent relief for people struggling
to pay rent and support for casual workers and
international students.
But of course, we’re not done yet.

MUSIC

Rob Snarski
Forty-four years ago, So Called,
champion racehorse from the
Colin Hayes stable won the Cox
Plate at Moonee Valley.
Just as thrilling is the brand-new album from
Melbourne troubadour Rob Snarski. Searching
For The Heart Of It All is a real achievement.
Rob Snarski called this project Rob Snarski
and His So Called Friends. To achieve sonic
variety, Rob Snarski has brought in a clutch
of singers to sing his own songs, on his own
album – a unique concept. Strange too, because
Rob Snarski has such a distinctive, rich original
voice. He’s spreading the love here.
The AA-single featuring Elena and My Friend
Too – both songs from the album – features
Rob Snarski singing on Elena and Romy Vager
(RVG) singing on My Friend Too. Vager is great,
sounding like a disciple of The Go Betweens.
The second track on the album, The Last
Man On Earth, is a brass instrumental piece
featuring Jack Howard (Epic Brass, Hunters
and Collectors) accompanied with a string section; a very theatrical piece, James Joyce taking
a walk through the streets of Paris.
When Rob Snarski sings, his voice is from the
same stable as Chris Wilson, however, whereas
Wilson walked deep into a Baptist Church,
full of tempest, soul, love and scripture, Rob
Snarski walked onto his own Mississippi riverboat filled with fine food, bars on every deck, an
aviary and a splendid collection of characters
including a woman wearing a Melbourne tram
conductors coat.
Rob Snarski and eminent slide guitarist “Evil”
Graham Lee appeared on the Brian Wise radio
show on 3RRR, Off The Record. They performed Standing Next To David, a song about
driving across the Nullarbor, seeing the Swan
River, getting close to the destination. They also
had a chat about the new album.
The song stands up when performed in
duo mode, in many ways Rob Snarski’s forte;
his metier, for he once recorded a duo record
with Dan Luscombe (Blackeyed Susans). The
calibre of musicians in His So Called Friends is
sensational.

•

▲ State Greens MP Ellen Sandell (right) with re-elected Federal Greens MP Adam Bandt (left).

Ellen Sandell
STATE MP FOR MELBOURNE
OFFICE@ELLENSANDELL.COM

CBD LOCAL

The rhythm section of Rosie Westbrook (bass
guitar, double bass) and Ben Wiesner is deep in
the pocket, rock solid. Gareth Liddiard, Kelly
Day, Rebecca Barnard, the angular Peter Milton
Walsh are some of the singers here. Shane
O’Mara provides tasteful guitar. Recorded in
the most part at Yikesville Studios, this record
has a crisp, warm sonic signature. Almost as
good as Led Zeppelin!
One of Melbourne’s favourite prog rock
groups, the magnificent Mushroom Giant
are playing at the ProgXimity Festival at the
iconic The Tote on July 2. There’ll be 11 bands
performing in the main band room plus the upstairs room. Also, among these will be Saldusk,
Bear The Mammoth and Oceanlord.
Versatile noise guitarist Bonnie Mercer and
Andi Liebscher supported Boris at Max Watts
House of Music as part of the RISING Festival
on Friday, June 10. A few nights before that
they performed a set of blistering, oxy acetylene
dosed, tectonic plate shifting instrumentals
live to air on the Pojama People radio show on
3PBS. They played Sanseviera and Anniversary
Song – phenomenal drone rock on the airwaves
of Melbourne.
Bonnie Mercer was recruited into Taipan
Tiger Girls (TTG) for their Melbourne Music
Week performance at Melbourne Town Hall a
few years ago. That show was stunning, Mercer
augmenting the deep hypnotics of TTG.
Fans of early Einsturzende Neubauten will
love listening to the Pojama People performance
from June 7, available on the 3PBS website.
One of Melbourne’s premier electro rock
combos Black Cab have a new album available
at the better record stores. Their sixth album
is entitled Rotsler’s Rules – the title a tribute to
noted sci-fi author and trailblazing illustrator
Bill Rotsler.
The inventive Black Cab have a Rotsler illustration for the album cover. Black Cab have a
reputation for being one of the best, most brilliant live acts around. Catch them if you can.
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A Flinders St address
When you meet someone who
has just moved into the CBD
you think that it’s all about
what is happening at ground
level.
words by Rhonda Dredge
For Lizzie Pearce, a writer, it’s about getting
some thinking space.
“I’m going to read and write twice as much
because I can sit in my sunbeam,” she said.
The CBD is a concept as well as a place.
Lizzie likes the idea of large groups of people of
different kinds living nearby.
She doesn’t have any specific information
about what she’ll be doing, just an amazing view
from their 26th floor penthouse to contemplate.
Even that she’s leaving for a while. “I won’t
look at it until Wednesday,” she said.
The apartment block on Flinders St was designed by her husband James and this is the first
time he’s lived in one of his buildings.
There are some design features that he’s keen
to test out such as the formula for sway that’s
embedded in there somewhere. Will the light
also sway above the dining table?
The couple and their three kids have done the
opposite of their friends post-lockdown and
moved in closer to the city, rather than out for
more space.
They’ve traded in a converted factory down
a laneway in Richmond for a full-frontal, lightfilled apartment overlooking everything to the
south.
“We won’t have to wake up to food scraps
and bottles outside the door,” Lizzie said as she
figured out what she had left behind.
“I was so sad to leave Richmond but 24 hours
later I’ve basically forgotten it exists. So brutal.
I’m very excited to be here on the upper east
side.”
Lizzie has just finished the draft of a memoir
about her “wild and difficult” childhood and her
years as a writer for MONA in Tasmania, where
her irreverent spiels on art did so much to set

▲ Lizzie Pearce and her view.

▲ Lizzie and Jack: proud of their Flinders St address.

the scene for that cultural institution.
She’s not afraid to commentate on her life.
In fact, it’s her specialty, as she searches for the
words to describe her move from a community
she knew well to a …
They’ve done the usual search for coffee
and found it at the base of their building, and
they’ve had baked beans and toast at an oldschool diner on Spring St. They’ve unpacked
boxes and Lizzie has written to-do lists for
James. They’ve fessed up to how urban-oriented they are (Lizzie gets claustrophobic when
she’s in Tassie or even on a holiday).
They’ve stopped for a moment from the analysis and are sitting at their table having a cup of
tea. Jack is on his iPad. The dog is on his mat on
the balcony.
“I’m finally in environs that match my inherent pretentiousness,” Lizzie said with a smile.
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Old Melbourne Law Court
This unpretentious wooden building with veranda nestled in
among much taller, more impressive edifices was one of the earliest
public buildings in Melbourne. Located on the north-west corner
of Russell and La Trobe streets, its foundation stone was laid in
1842 and the building was completed in 1843. Its style speaks to
its age.
To begin with, it was used for Supreme Court
sittings until a new courthouse was constructed in 1853. That building is to the left of the
Old Law Court in this image. Eventually, the
Supreme Court relocated to William St in 1884.
The Old Court later served as the Petty Sessions
Courthouse and on the windows on the La
Trobe St frontage are the remnants of a sign
identifying it as the Civil Sessions and Debts
Court (identified in an 1895 MMBW plan as
the Summons and Debt Court). It served in this
capacity until 1910 when the buildings were
demolished and replaced with the City Court.
A complex of other law and order related
buildings grew up around this old courthouse and the Melbourne Gaol (now the Old
Melbourne Gaol) was next door on Russell St.
The precinct was the scene of many trials, but
two stand out in the public imagination.
The Eureka Stockade trials were held in
the courthouse in February and March 1855,
Chief Justice Sir William a’Beckett presiding.
The charge was high treason. The 13 men on
trial had been held at the Melbourne Gaol since
December 7, 1854, four days after the rebellion.
The drama of the evidence was equalled by the
drama in the courtroom. In the end, they were
all acquitted.
Bushranger Ned Kelly has always played a
huge part in the Australian public’s imagination
and the story of the Kelly Gang has been told,
retold and reimagined many times. It seems unlikely that such a larger-than-life figure should

be tried in such an unpretentious setting, but
it was here that his trial was held at the end
of October 1880. Here the dramatic witness
statements were heard. Here the jury took just
25 minutes to deliver its verdict. Here Judge
Redmond Barry brought down the sentence
of death. And, on November 11, 1880, just
down the road at the Melbourne Gaol, he was
executed.
In contrast to such dramatic scenes, the
streetscape you see here (from the Royal
Historical Society’s images collection) is formal
and lifeless. Along Russell St, which dominates
the foreground of the image, can be seen iron
rails embedded into the road surface and horse
droppings, a reminder that the St Kilda Beach
and North Carlton horse tram used to travel
this route. Heading west along La Trobe St
takes you past the Police Office to the Working
Men’s College (now RMIT University). On
the other side of the street the National Art
Gallery, with its Russell St frontage, gave way
to the Melbourne Public Library and Museum
(now the State Library of Victoria). An impressive neighbourhood of public buildings.
The massive embankment at the front of this
building is taller than the boy pictured walking
in the direction of the Museum, now part of the
State Library of Victoria, and is held back by
bluestone pitchers, a ubiquitous material used in
buildings and road making during the goldrush
era. The gutters are made of bluestone, too, a
material that can still be seen in some lanes in

the CBD and in inner suburbs like Carlton and
Brunswick.
This embankment, and a substantial ramp
on the La Trobe St frontage, remind us that
from the first, white settlers manipulated the
landscape to suit their needs and that the streetscapes we see today do not necessarily reflect
the topography of the area in the thousands of
years that preceded the colonisers.
It is hard to imagine now a Melbourne that
is not dominated by the built environment, but
once this was a landscape where Aboriginal
people lived, hunted and met. The rivers
that later provided water for agriculture and
household use were a rich source of fish, eels
and other aquatic foods. The basalt plains that
provided an abundance of the bluestone you
see in this image were the places where emus

roamed and murnong (yam daisies) grew. With
white settlement, an ancient landscape gave
way to a reimagining of a way of life left behind
in Europe.
By the 1840s, few Aboriginal people lived in
Melbourne. By then, this courthouse was already built and operating, imposing a system of
justice far removed from that of the people who
had never (and have never) ceded their land.

•

Dr. Cheryl Griffin
ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF
VICTORIA

LAW

Messerschmitt, cricket, and
businesses under pressure

❝

I’ve always liked the story
about Keith Miller, the test
cricketer …

❝

words by Peter Nevile
A journalist asked him once how he dealt with
the pressure of test cricket. Keith Miller was
a fighter pilot during the war, and he said to
the journalist, “Pressure? Son, when you have
a Messerschmitt up your arse firing rounds
at you, trying to kill you, that’s pressure. Test
cricket is a breeze.”
We have noticed there have been a range
of issues facing small businesses following
on from COVID, and particularly now with
staff shortages. Some businesses have actually
thrived, and some businesses are considering
closing the doors. As lawyers, we have observed
over the years is that it is always best to take
action rather than procrastinate. Generally,
your first loss is your cheapest loss. After that,
it simply gets worse.
There are a number of signs to look for and if
your business has experienced any one of these
signs, then we suggest you seek immediate help.
Many businesses do not want to contemplate
the fact that they are not going to survive. As a
result, they basically put their head in the sand
and do nothing. Often, with timely advice, it

is possible to a better result by taking action
rather than doing nothing. Here are some of the
signs we have noted over the years of a business
that is potentially in trouble:
Firstly, if you are not up to date with your
superannuation, your BAS, and your tax, that
is normally a pretty strong indicator that the
business is suffering from a lack of cashflow.
Secondly, if you are running out credit with
your lenders, and they are unwilling to extend
your credit, that is another sign that your business is in trouble. Thirdly, if you are not paying
your suppliers within the terms of your agreed
contracts, that is probably the final nail in the
coffin.
We have acted for many businesses over the
years in this situation, and on a number of occasions we have been able to minimise the eventual losses and sometimes assisted the business to
continue in a restructured form.
Like pregnancy, prevention is generally better. We provide practical, pragmatic, commercial advice on how to minimise your risks and
to protect your personal assets from a business
failure.
For example, if you are married or own a
property in joint names, we will almost always
suggest quarantining your personal property
away from your business assets. That is often
complicated by personal guarantees, but there
are a number of ways in which we can assist you
in minimising your risk.
In any business there are always risks, and
while they cannot be removed, by working
together we can generally minimise these risks
for you.
Please contact us if you need advice on your
current situation or you would like to discuss
how to minimise your risks.
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Pet’s Corner
Barny the barnacle
loves a cuddle

❝

Vanessa has had her beloved
dog Barny for more than a year
now, and he’s adjusted to city
life quite well.

❝

words by Zephania Thangam
As a French bulldog, although he is as small as his average
breed size is, he doesn’t let that phase him.
“He likes to act like the ‘big guy’ even in front of dogs
that are double his size,” Vanessa said.
Barny tends to be friendly with his fellow canine buddies, that’s “as long as they’re smaller than him.”
Barny is even said to be “good with cats”.
He is now seven years old and living in an apartment
complex with his owner near Flagstaff Gardens which
just so happens to be his favourite park. He has experienced lockdown like many other pets during the past few
years and Barny has had no problems adjusting to it.
According to Vanessa, he likes to get out and about,

Open 24/7
genuine kinky escorts
5 mins to your door
CBD location
We survived
COVID-19

RE-OPENED

Fully vaxxed
girls
to your door now!!

even outside the city. In fact, one of “his favourite beaches
that he goes to often is one near Geelong” which he enjoys
walking around on.
Barny isn’t picky when it comes to food, as “he eats anything” and enjoys a variety of meals, not only dog food but
also carrots or even his owners’ food.
He hasn’t always enjoyed the luxurious city dog life
though. As a rescue dog from the country, initially he
didn’t get along with people very well.
Thankfully someone from Vanessa’s company offered
him to her last year, and although she admitted she didn’t
like that “he’s scared of people”, she said she always enjoyed walking alongside him as he “struts around the city.”
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PUZZLES & TRIVIA

Quiz

Sudoku

No. 013

Fill in the blank cells using the numbers from
1 to 9. Each number can only appear once in
each row, column and 3x3 block

EASY

6

6

9
6
1 4
5 7
1
5 2
4 9
5
9 3
6 1
1
7
3
1
8
5 2
9
HARD

3

2
1 9

8 9

12
13
15
16
18
20
22
25
27
28
29
30

2
1 6
7 5 6
4
9
4
2
3 8 6
6 2
1
7 8
5 8
2
1
SOLUTIONS
EASY

1
3

10
11

7 2

No. 013

ACROSS

Acidic (4)
Picking up from
where you left
off (10)
Subvert (9)
Fierce
weather (5)
Coagulate (4)
Spreading to
wide area (9)
Ultimate (7)
Cleaning
scoop (7)
Withstands (7)
Siblings (7)
Displace
(bone) (9)
Cut (with axe) (4)
Lack of order (5)
Meddle (9)
Medium size
naval vessels (10)
Throne
platform (4)

8
9
14
16
17

DOWN
1
2

4
5
6
7

24 Peace (5)
26 Stinging
insects (4)

Dexterity (10)
Squirm (6)
Propagated (10)
Rebel (9)
Unexplained
events (9)
19 Fund an event (7)
21 Locked and
safe (6)
23 Suns (5)

Bullet (4)
Moves in
waves (9)
Villains (9)
Operators (5)
Own (7)
Idols (5)

SOLUTION

Codeword

No. 013

HARD

6
1
7
8
3
9
2
4
5

2
9
5
7
6
4
3
1
8

4
8
2
5
9
1
7
6
3

1
5
9
6
7
3
8
2
4

7
6
3
2
4
8
1
5
9

8
3
4
9
1
6
5
7
2

9
7
1
3
2
5
4
8
6

5
2
6
4
8
7
9
3
1

3
9
7
5
4
8
1
2
6

5
1
2
7
9
6
8
3
4

8
6
4
2
3
1
7
9
5

6
3
1
9
8
4
5
7
2

9
4
5
3
7
2
6
1
8

7
2
8
6
1
5
3
4
9

2
5
9
1
6
7
4
8
3

1
8
3
4
5
9
2
6
7

4
7
6
8
2
3
9
5
1

Wordfind

3
4
8
1
5
2
6
9
7

1. Who won the 2022
Victorian Prize for
Literature?
2. Who plays Al Yankovic
(pictured) in the 2022
film Weird?
3. As part of Melbourne’s
RISING Festival a hole was
dug in the grass at Birrarung
Marr. What happened when
they had finished digging?
4. Sparking major outrage
from all sides of the
community, what did the
City of Melbourne announce
they are pausing last month?
5. In the 2022 Federal
Election, Greens leader
Adam Bandt received
what percentage of the
primary vote for the seat
of Melbourne?
6. According to City of
Melbourne data, the CBD’s
population is: A) 54,738,
B) 56,542 or C) 48,984?
7. On what date was the
2022 Australian Federal
Election held?
8. Which famous line from The
Godfather was improvised?
9. Who is the current world
chess champion?
10. For which agricultural
process was Battir
named a UNESCO World
Heritage site?
11. In May, squatters caused
a fire in which infamous
CBD building?
12. The City of Melbourne has
vowed to keep "the city
clean, safe and free from
graffiti" with an investment
of what figure in their
latest budget?

1
9
8

4

Crossword

Theme: Rivers
Secret message

1. Veronica Gorrie (Black and Blue)
2. Daniel Radcliffe 3. It was filled back in
again. 4. The roll out of CBD bike lanes.
5. 49.6 per cent 6. A) 54,738 7. May 21st
8. ‘Leave the gun, take the cannoli’
9. Grandmaster Magnus Carlsen 10. Olive
production 11. Former Goldfingers Strip
Club. 12. $33.6 million
3

17
4

18
5

19
6

20
7

21
8

22
9

23
10

24
11

25
12

26
13

17

5

18

6

19

7

20

8

21

9

22

10

23

11

24
25

P
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L

AMAzON

INDUS

STYX

AMSTEL

LOIRE

THAMES

ARAS

MEkONG

TIBER

ARNO

MURRAY

TIGRIS

AVON

NIGER

TRENT

CONGO

NILE

TYNE

DANUBE

RHINE

VOLGA

GANGES

SEINE

YARRA

HUDSON

SEVERN

Using the nine letters
in the grid, how many
words of four letters
or more can you list?
The centre letter must
be included and each
letter may only be used
once. No colloquial
or foreign words. No
capitalised nouns,
apostrophes or plural
words ending in “s”.
Reference:
Collins Concise
English Dictionary

No. 013

I

D

C

T

Y
X

L

Today’s Focus:
14 words: Good
21 words: Very good
28 words: Excellent

E
E

SOLUTIONS
celt, cite, cited, city, deceit, deity, delict, diet, edict, edit, elect, elite, excite, excited,
EXCITEDLY, exit, exited, leet, lite, teed, telex, tide, tidy, tied, tilde, tile, tiled, yeti

Secret message: Rolling

ACROSS: HILLS, OCEAN, ROGUE,
SNIDE, ESTER
DOWN: HORSE, ICONS, LEGIT,
LAUDE, SNEER

PUzzLES AND PAGINATION
©PAGEMASTERS PTY LTD
PAGEMASTERS.COM
Jul, 2022
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A
E

1

S
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SOLUTIONS

14

C

15

13

Insert the missing letters to make
10 words – five reading across the
grid and five reading down.

L

2

12

No. 013

H

14

The leftover letters will spell out a secret message.

QUIZ SOLUTIONS

5x5

1
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被遗忘伊丽莎白街项目的新期限
在墨尔本市议员的敦促下，这个被遗忘的伊丽莎白(Elizabeth)
街步行街区项目最迟将于2023年初重新提上议程。
David Schout

市议会于2019年5月准了伊丽莎白街战
略机遇计划，其愿景是通过创建一条“更环
保、更安全、更人性化的街道”，对这条繁
忙的大街进行“升级改造”。
然而，自那以后该计划一直受困扰而拖
延，市政对该计划何时实施(如果还有)也一
直保持沉默。
上个月本报曾报道，在市政最新的预算
中，该项目的资金再次落空。
当地居民和商家也没有得到任何有关这
个项目的最新情况。
然而只有第一阶段伊丽莎白街最南端的

(Flinders街车站外)工程已经完成。
原计划第二阶段工程在Little Collins街
和Little Bourke街之间进行步行街改造，预
计2020-21年开始，但现在已不见踪影。
在6月7日的未来墨尔本委员会会议
上，市政议员Rohan Leppert提出了一项动
议，要求市政管理层最迟在2023年3月之前
提交伊丽莎白街改造计划。
他说，这个计划虽然有延迟的原因，
但“是时候”返回到市政的议事日程上了。
Leppert议员说：“在我们的预算和进一
步的估算中都看不到这个计划”。
“我们之前确实公布了这项计划，称大
约一年前完成第二阶段工程。当然，我并不

是批评任何人，我们经历了一场全球化的
疫情，意味着很难同时做所有的事情。但
是，我们还没有制定出一个清晰的计划，
来说明将如何继续实施伊丽莎白街战略机遇
计划。”

三年多前获批的这个原计划，提议拓宽
人行道、种植更多树木、升级照明设施和改
善街道设施来改造和提升伊丽莎白街。

“这就是为什么我们实施这个基于社区
邻里的联系方法，更好地了解这个充满活力
的城市中每个人的需求和想法。”
市长表示，这些门户网站将成为当地信
息、市政工作计划进展和行动以及当地新闻
报道的中心。
市政还推出了一个新的邻里连接计划，

以帮助实现其优先事项，该计划将为社区团
体和个人提供高达2000澳元的款项，以使
有益于当地的想法变为现实。申请将于7月
1日开始。
欲查看门户网站，请访问participate.
melbourne.vic.gov.au/cbd-neighbourhood-portal

社区门户网站 连接市区居民
一个全新的在线互动门户网站已经正式启动，市民可以在这里
了解更多关于墨尔本CBD社区的信息。
Brendan Rees

这个由墨尔本市政发起的“邻里门户”网
站，让市民分享他们对未来的想法，使社区
能更好地与市政保持联系。
市政表示，这个“以社区为基础“的新邻
里门户网站将确保市政能够在整个都市对一
些特殊社区的理解和响应。
墨尔本CBD和Kensington是首先上线的
门户网站，今年晚些时候将陆续推出West
Melbourne、North Melbourne、Carlton、East Melbourne、Parkville、Docklands、Southbank和South Yarra的门户网
站。
这些互动式的门户网站将展示每个社区

的概况，包括两轮社区咨询后，当地社区的
优先处理事项。
墨尔本CBD的门户网站上列出的优先事
项包括街道安全、狗狗的放跑区域、娱乐设
施、街道清洁、小生意的支持、气候/可持
续性问题，以及通行和可负担性。
门户网站还可以让人们获得关于当地街
区的实时数据，并通过互动式地图了解原住
民和Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung这块重要土地
的信息。
市长(Sally Capp表示，市议会很自豪
能够通过启动的邻门户网站，进一步加强与
社区的联系。
她说：“墨尔本市的每个社区都是独特
的，都有自己的特征、优先事项和愿望。”

百万人次使用电动滑板车
墨尔本市中心第一个共享电动滑板车试点计划，仅运营四个月
就达到了一百万人次使用。
David Schout

市区公房项目获重大进展
墨尔本市政与Unison Housing住宿机构签署了一项租赁协议，
为市中心弱势群体建造安全住宿，也是为这项雄心勃勃的项目
迈出的重要一步。
Brendan Rees

市政的Make Room项目将对位于Little
Bourke街602号市政拥有的建筑进行改造，
使之成为市中心为露宿者提供帮助的安全
住宿地。
这项改造计划将耗资2000万澳元，改
造后的这栋原公用事业大楼，能提供50套
单间公寓、公共生活区、住房服务和无家可
归者服务，以及对居住者的其他支持服务。
在等待分配长期住房的同时，每位居住
者将获得长达12个月的安全住宿，包括紧急
医疗和住房服务支持。
根据协议，Unison Housing将能够在今
年晚些时候开始施工，预计将于2023年底
接收住宿服务。
Unison首席执行官James King 表示，
他的组织专注于“加快进度，以确保项目尽

快完成。”
他说：“看到这个项目得到了Homes
Victoria和慈善捐助者的支持，真是令人惊
喜。”
“我们坚信这个项目将会改变许多人的
生活，并很荣幸能与墨尔本市政合作完成这
个项目。”
King先生今年早些时候告诉本报，这个
项目并不是“那么一帆风顺”,但“成功的是，
我看到露宿者能在CBD得到安置。”
许多组织团体都援助了这个项目，市政
最近从澳大利亚最大的私立家庭慈善基金之
一Gandel基金会获得了100万澳元的捐助。
其他慷慨的捐赠者包括Helen Macpherson
Smith信托基金、William Buckland基金会以
及Loti 和Victor Smorgon家庭基金会。

Please support our advertisers because without them we would have no CBD News

自2月1日以来，墨尔本市内平均每天
就有超过5000人次使用，超过了试行前的
预测。
这个早期的使用次数要比世界上其他城
市来得强劲，例如，伦敦花了一年时间才达
到100万人次的门槛。
在市里出现的红色滑板车和绿色滑板车
分别来自Neuron Mobility和Lime公司，是
今年早些时候由三个市政区域开始为期12个
月的试行。
市长Sally Capp透露:“我们已经达到了
令人难以置信的里程碑，墨尔本市、雅拉市
和菲利普港市的电动滑板车出行量达到了
100万人次。”
“自试行开始以来，平均每天有 8600
人次出行，仅墨尔本市就超过5200人次。
从这些惊人的数字来看，伦敦人花了半年多
的时间才达到这个特殊的里程碑，而且这儿
还有数千辆可供使用的电动滑板车。我们很
高兴看到墨尔本人能接受这一可持续、绿色
动力和有趣的交通方式。”
在6月7日的未来墨尔本委员会会议
上，当问及该试行是否可能成为永久运营，
墨尔本市政城市战略主管 Sophie Handley
说：“电动滑板车当然很受欢迎，这也是全
球最成功的试行之一。”

“然而，是否成为永久性的决定权在维
州政府。 对电动滑板车的评估也是这次试
行的一部分，毫无疑问，我们将与州交通部
和其他合作伙伴一起参与评估。”
自从墨尔本市今年早些时候引进1500
辆电动滑板车以来，电动滑板车在交通网络
中的位置一直是争论的焦点，尤其是在行人
中间贯穿行驶的问题。
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What’s on: July 2022
FLASH FORWARD LANEWAY FEST

WINTER NIGHT MARKET

Ongoing

Melbourne’s much loved Winter Night
Market is back at Queen Victoria Market
after a two-year hiatus due to COVID-19,
running every Wednesday evening from
June 1 to August 31 2022. For more
information:

Flash Forward is the epic new creative
program taking over 40 city laneways
with music, murals and more from the
best local talent. For more information
visit:

winternightmarket.com.au

whatson.melbourne.vic.gov.au

THIRD TUESDAY OF MONTH @ 10AM

MELBOURNE MEN’S SHED

EastEnders meet-ups

A shed in the heart of the CBD.

Representing residents living in the
CBD’s eastern quadrant, EastEnders
host monthly meetings at the Gorman
Room, 27 Little Lonsdale St. For more
information contact president Stan Capp.

Melbourne Men’s Shed is an inclusive
space at Federation Square suitable for the
retired apartment dweller, CBD workers,
female members, artists, students and
guests. To learn how you can join visit:

eastendersinc@gmail.com

melbournemensshed.org

WALKING WITH NEIGHBOURS - LAST
THURSDAY OF EACH MONTH
Residents 3000 hosts monthly walks
around the CBD and surrounding areas
each month on Thursday evenings at
6pm. For meeting times and information
contact:
walks@residents3000.com.au

LANEWAY LEARNING

NEIGHBOURHOOD GARDEN CLUB
SECOND SUNDAY OF EACH MONTH

Cheap, fun classes in anything and
everything. Weekday evenings in cafes,
bars and other spaces around Melbourne.
Classes usually have about 20 people to
keep it friendly. Online classes available.

Hosted by Residents 3000, come at 4pm
for one hour at Green Room, L1 Central
House, Baptist Place Laneway and enjoy
a range of different gardening activities
with your neighbours.

melbourne.lanewaylearning.com

gardenclub@residents3000.com.au

Business Directory
Accounting

Gifts

Politician

ELLEN SANDELLL

Maximising your profits by
minimising your tax
PH 9603 0066

www.rubiixbusinessaccountants.com.au

EL
SAMEN
LETEN
E
URN
ELSTA
LBOD
MP FOR

CLEMENTINE’S
CLEMENTINE’S

TE MP FOR MELBOURNE

Made&&Crafted
Crafted in Victoria
Made
Victoria

Clementine’s, for your locally made gifts,
homewares, accessories and fine food

7 Degraves St, Melbourne | 9639 2681 | info@clementines.com.au

Hi, I’m STA
Ellen, your local State MP.
I’m here to help. Don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Hi, I’m Ellen, your local State MP.
(03) 9328 4637
146 Peel Street
I’m
here to help. Don’t hesitate
to get in touch.
office@ellensandell.com

North Melbourne VIC 3051

Selling & Leasing
the best homes
in the CBD.
ellensandell.com

846 Bourke St,
Docklands
9251 9000

Funded from Parliamentary Budget. Authorised by E. Sandell, 146 Peel St, North Melbourne.

Childcare

(03) 9328 4637
office@ellensandell.com

Health & Wellbeing

Arts & Culture

146 Peel Street
North Melbourne VIC 3051

Funded from Parliamentary Budget. Authorised by E. Sandell, 146 Peel St, North Melbourne.

Stress, anxiety, fear,
trauma, overwhelm, grief

For the best fresh produce, gourmet food
and specialty shopping,
you can’t beat Queen Vic Market.

Tap4Health provides a safe, non-invasive and
effective way of healing yourself for improved
wellbeing. Convenient online sessions.

High quality childcare
& kindergarten
Enrolling Now

Rod Sherwin 0418 642 357

www.tap4health.com
Donazzan
Boutique
Property
Lawyers
Donazzan Boutique
Melbourne’s
Premiere
Property

ellensandell.com
Shopping

As Melbourne’s only truly bespoke and boutique firm,
we are proud to introduce our highly respected team.
are in your “hood” In that sense we are boringly stable!
Each an individual, with decades of experience, who
As Melbourne’s only truly bespoke and boutique firm,
understand and value honesty, integrity and hard
we and
are proud
to introduce
our highlyIfrespected
team.
However our clients find us far from that as a visit to our quirky offices filled with art
objects
will reveal.
you check
work in all they do for their clients.
out our website you
will find we have a very impressive number of 5 star Google reviews.
It is comforting
lawyers who
to
Each an individual,
with decades as
of experience,
Pearce
one.
and
value honesty,
integrity and hard
Contact
our team
Webster know that someone loves us and a lot more than justunderstand
GinainDonazzan
430clients.
326
work
all they do 0412
for their
Dugdales
We do not focus on giving you just legal advice but on providing you with outcomes James
and solutions.
also
EdmundsonWe
0411can
456 770
Contact our
communicate in a wide range of languages
Working with
Will Caldwell
0419team
010 270
Gina
Donazzan
0412
individuals,
Suzie
Inglis 0416
671430
572326
James Edmundson 0411 456 770
families & business.
Nevile & Co - Not your normal lawyers!
Will Caldwell 0419 010 270
Suzie Inglis 0416 671 572
Tel: 9614 5122 Fax: 9614 2964

Open Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
Saturday & Sunday
with plenty of affordable parking.
qvm.com.au

We have been in existence in one form or another for more than 50 years and at 100 Collins Street for some 36 years. We

Family Law

Real Estate

residential agency
Melbourne’s
continues to Premiere
appoint
residential
agency
only the very best in the
continues
to appoint
industry.
only the very best in the
industry.

We have been in existence in one form or another for more than 50 years and at 100 Collins Street for some 36 years. We
are in your “hood” In that sense we are boringly stable!

However our clients find us far from that as a visit to our quirky offices filled with art and objects will reveal. If you check

...WWW.NEVILE.COM.AU
Mel bourne’s Finest
... Mel bourne’s Finest

out our website you will find we have a very impressive number of 5 star Google reviews. It is comforting as lawyers to

www.pearcewebster.com.au

know that someone loves us and a lot more than just one.

We do not focus on giving you just legal advice but on providing you with outcomes and solutions. We can also

donazzanboutiqueproperty.com.au

35 Collins St, Melbourne

collinsplace.com.au

communicate in a wide range of languages
Nevile & Co - Not your normal lawyers!

Donazzan Boutique Property,
Licensed Estate Agents, Licensed Memberdonazzanboutiqueproperty.com.au
REIV, Property Sales and Property Management.
WWW.NEVILE.COM.AU

Want to
place an
Donazzan Boutique Property, Licensed Estate Agents, Licensed Member REIV, Property Sales and Property
Management.

ad? Talk to Jack Hayes
0401 031 236
e jack@hyperlocalnews.com.au
about how to customise your campaign
to our audience every month.
t
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Donazzan Boutique
Property

As Melbourne’s only truly bespoke and boutique firm,
we are proud to introduce our highly respected team.
Each an individual, with decades of experience, who

61/1 Exhibiton Street, Melbourne

1201/318 Little Lonsdale, Melbourne

237 Flinders Lane, Melbourne

Donazzan
Boutique Property
Melbourne’s Premiere
residential agency
continues to demonstrate
consistent results with their
true boutique approach.

... Mel bourne’s Finest

10/180 Little Collins Street, Melbourne

Gina has been a prominent leader in the
marketplace for the past 25 years, with an
impeccable reputation and experience to
match.
With the interest rate changes, contact Gina
for a private and confidential discussion with
any questions and concerns you may have.

Gina Donazzan
0412 430 326
donazzanboutiqueproperty.com.au

Donazzan Boutique Property, Licensed Estate Agents, Licensed Member REIV, Property Sales and Property Management.
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